Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
Transportation Committee Agenda
April 27, 2012
Cook County Conference Room
233 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 800, Willis Tower
Chicago, Illinois
1.0

Call to Order and Introductions
Leanne Redden, Committee Chair

9:30 AM

2.0

Agenda Changes and Announcements

3.0

Approval of Minutes – March 2, 2012
ACTION REQUESTED: Approval

4.0

Coordinating Committee Reports
Neither the Regional Coordinating Committee nor the Local Coordinating Committee has
met since the Transportation Committee’s last meeting. They are both scheduled to meet
next on May 9th.

5.0

FY 10-15 TIP Amendments and Administrative Modifications (Leroy Kos)
TIP revisions that exceed financial amendment thresholds have been requested. Revisions
include line items that have been awarded, moved or deleted. The TIP amendments and
modifications are attached.
ACTION REQUESTED: Approval of TIP Amendments

6.0

Proposed FY 2013 Unified Work Program -UWP (Dolores Dowdle)
The Proposed FY 2013 UWP has been finalized by the UWP Committee and is included in
your packet.
ACTION REQUESTED: Recommendation by Transportation Committee to the Regional
Coordinating Committee and the MPO Policy Committee for approval of the SFY2013
Unified Work Program.

7.0

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program (Doug
Ferguson)
The CMAQ Project Selection Committee has recommended several changes to the policies
currently used in the development and management of the program. An update to the
policies approved in January 2011 by the MPO Policy Committee incorporating these
changes is attached. An improved accomplishment rate for the region’s CMAQ projects

not only assists in implementing GO TO 2040, improving air quality and mitigating
congestion in the CMAP region, it also helps keep limited federal resources in the region.
ACTION REQUESTED: Recommend approval of the updated CMAQ Programming and
Management Policies to the Regional Coordinating Committee and MPO Policy
Committee.
8.0

Parking Strategies to Support Livable Communities (Lindsay Banks)
Staff will update the committee on the step-by-step guide CMAP is creating to
help municipal governments determine the appropriate steps for addressing their
parking challenges.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information

9.0

Legislative Update (Gordon Smith)
An update on CMAP’s State Legislative agenda will be given.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information

10.0

Reauthorization (Don Kopec)
An update on the status of Reauthorization will occur.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information/Discussion

11.0

Status of Local Technical Assistance Program and Major Capital Projects
The updated status reports on the LTA program and GO TO 2040 Major Capital Projects
are attached. Questions and comments are welcome.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information

12.0

Other Business

13.0 Public Comment
14.0 Next Meeting
The next meeting is scheduled for June 15, 2012.
15.0

Adjournment
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Michael Bolton
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Robert Hann
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Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
Transportation Committee Minutes
DRAFT MINUTES
March 2, 2012
Cook County Conference Room
233 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 800, Willis Tower
Chicago, Illinois
Members Present:

Chair Leanne Redden – RTA, Charles Abraham – IDOT DPIT, Reggie
Arkell – FTA, Bruce Carmitchel – IDOT OP&P, Bruce Christensen –
Lake County, Michael Connelly – CTA, Chalen Daigle – McHenry
County, John Donovan – FHWA, Luann Hamilton – CDOT, Don Kopec –
CMAP, David Kralik – Metra, Christina Kupkowski – Will County, John
Loper – DuPage County, Randy Neufeld – Bicycle and Pedestrian Task
Force, Tom Rickert – Kane County, William Rodeghier – Council of
Mayors, Steve Schlickman – UIC, Peter Skosey – MPC, Lorraine Snorden
– Pace, Steve Strains – NIRPC, Mike Sullivan – Kendall County,

Members Absent:

John Beissel – Cook County, Maria Choca Urban – CNT, John Fortmann –
IDOT District 1, Wes Lujan – Class 1 Railroads, Mike Rogers – IEPA, Joe
Schofer – Northwestern University, Ken Yunker – SEWRPC, Rocco
Zucchero – ISTHA

Others Present:

Mike Albin, Garland Armstrong, Heather Armstrong, Bill Baer, Allison
Bos, Al Caceuthel, Lenny Cannata, , Bud Fleming, John Paul Jones, Joshua
McClusky, Chrissy Nichols, Mark Pitstick, David Seglin, Chris Staron,
Mike Walczak, Tammy Wierciak

Staff Present:

Alex Beata, Patricia Berry, Randy Blankenhorn, Teri Dixon, Kama Dobbs,
Doug Ferguson, Leroy Kos, Jill Leary, Tom Murtha, Holly Ostdick, Ross
Patronsky, Gordon Smith

1.0

Call to Order and Introductions
Committee Chair Leanne Redden called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m.

2.0

Agenda Changes and Announcements
There were no agenda changes. On March 14, 2012 there will be a Pavement Preservation
Workshop at 1:00 p.m. at Cook County Room to discuss changes to IDOT policy, here at
the Willis Tower.

3.0

Approval of Minutes – January 20, 2012
On a motion by Mr. Connelly and a second by Mr. Abraham, the minutes were approved
as presented.

4.0

Coordinating Committee Reports
Ms. Redden reported that the Regional Coordinating Committee met on February 8, 2012.
Most of the items discussed at the Regional Coordinating Committee are on today’s
Transportation Committee agenda. Performance Based Evaluation Criteria, conditional
approval of the Semi-Annual TIP/GO TO 2040 Conformity, and options for addressing the
CMAQ Improvement Program unobligated balance. Mr. Connelly reported that the Local
Coordinating Committee also met on February 8, 2012. The items discussed included:
United Work Program development, call for projects for the Local Technical Assistance
(LTA) program and an update on the current LTA projects.

5.0

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
5.1 FY 10-15 TIP Amendments and Administrative Modifications
On a motion by Mr. Christensen and a second by Mr. Rickert, TIP amendments were
unanimously approved as presented.
5.2 Semi-annual GO TO 2040/TIP Conformity Analysis & TIP Amendments
On a motion by Mr. Carmitchel and a second by Mr. Christensen, the Semi-annual
GO TO 2040/TIP conformity analysis and TIP amendments were unanimously
recommended for approval to the MPO Policy Committee.
5.3 FTA Subarea Allocation between Indiana-Illinois and Wisconsin-Illinois and
Designated Recipients of Section
On a motion by Mr. Connelly and a second by Mr. Abraham the subarea allocation
and the designated recipients of Section 5307/5340 funds were unanimously
recommended for approval to the MPO Policy Committee.

6.0

Performance-Based Evaluation Criteria and Transportation Funding
Mr. Beata presented recent CMAP staff research and analysis on the topic of performancebased evaluation criteria and transportation funding.
He reviewed recent staff
presentations to the Regional Coordinating Committee, MPO Policy Committee, and
CMAP Board between December 2011 and February 2012. In those meetings, staff
provided background information on the current allocation of transportation funds in
Illinois, a review of best practices in other Midwestern states, and a discussion of potential
ways forward for the state. More specifically, CMAP proposes a new, three-step process
for allocating highway funds in Illinois. In the first step MPOs and IDOT would
determine regional priorities and develop a candidate list of projects. In the second step, a
new state-level policy group would meet to determine statewide goals, funding levels,
and evaluation criteria for three broad programmatic categories: Maintenance,
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Modernization, and Expansion. In the third step, candidate projects identified in Step 1
would compete for funding and be evaluated against the performance measures identified
in Step 2. Projects would be ranked through a deliberative process, and funded from
highest- to lowest-performing. The above performance-based process would apply to
state highway funds only; CMAP recommends that the RTA continue the development of
its performance management pilot project, and further convene a wider group of
stakeholders, including MPOs, to determine appropriate performance measures and
weights. Mr. Beata also presented recent staff efforts to continue moving the issue
forward. In recent weeks, CMAP staff posted an Issue Brief on this topic to the “Policy
Updates” section of its website, initiated outreach to regional stakeholders, and submitted
an application to the FHWA Transportation Planning Capacity Building Program for a
peer exchange workshop.
7.0

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program
Mr. Ferguson informed the committee that Executive Director Randy Blankenhorn
discussed background on the CMAQ Improvement Program and options for addressing
the unobligated balance at the Regional Coordinating Committee (RCC). Staff presented
policies which would:
 Making PHI engineering the responsibility of the sponsor
 Funding the remaining phases at 100%
 Establish a mandatory accomplishment sunset for all CMAQ funded phases
 Set an annual obligation goal and
 Implement contingency projects if the obligation goal is not met.
No action was taken by the RCC. The proposed policies will be discussed by the CMAQ
Project Selection Committee (PSC) at their next meeting. It is anticipated that the PSC will
be forwarding recommendations to the Transportation Committee for consideration of
recommendation to the June Policy Committee meeting.

8.0

Legislative Update
Mr. Smith thanked the committee for their input into the legislative framework
development. Currently the framework is being used to analyze the plethora of
bills that the General Assembly in Springfield has proposed. As these and other
bills of interest move through the process, staff will seek information and
assistance from the transportation committee, other CMAQ committees and
regional partners. CMAP staff was pleased that CMAP funding was included in
the Governor’s proposed budget in the prior week. Thanks to IDOT for their help
in this matter.

9.0

Status of Local Technical Assistance program, Major Capital Projects and
CMAP’s Annual Implementation Report
Updated status reports were provided to the Committee, for members to peruse.

10.0

Other Business
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There was no other business.
11.0

Public Comment
Ms. Armstrong commented on the intersection of Harlem Ave. at Fullerton Ave. and the
safety issues at this intersection. Mr. Armstrong wanted to know about the status of
construction on Lake St. in Melrose Park. Mr. Jones expressed his concern about the
changes to freight traffic patterns and air quality impacts due to the coal plants in the
south and southwestern portions of the region.

12.0

Next Meeting
The next meeting is scheduled for April 27, 2012.

13.0

Adjournment
On a motion by Mr. Christensen and a second by Mr. Schlickman, the meeting adjourned
at 10:58 a.m.

Transportation Committee Members:
Charles Abraham
Reggie Arkell***
John Beissel
Michael Bolton
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Robert Hann
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Paula Trigg
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**Vice-Chair

***Non-voting
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Transportation Committee

From:

Dolores Dowdle
Deputy Executive Director, Finance and Administration

Date:

April 20, 2012 - Revised

Re:

FY 2013 Unified Work Program

The Unified Work Program (UWP) lists the planning projects the Chicago Metropolitan Agency
for Planning (CMAP) and other agencies undertake each year to enhance transportation in
northeastern Illinois and to fulfill federal planning regulations. The UWP time frame is
consistent with the State of Illinois fiscal year, which starts July 1. The final UWP document
includes the transportation planning activities to be carried out in the region, detailing each
project’s description, products, costs and source of funding.
On April 11, the UWP Committee approved a proposed FY 2013 Unified Work Program,
totaling $18,761,805. This includes $14,847,734 in FHWA and FTA regional planning funds and
$3,914,071 in local match funds. Attached is the summary of the allocation of funding and
awarded projects.
In addition, the UWP Committee approved additional projects for the FY 2012 Unified Work
Program, totaling $3,123,750. This includes $2,499,000 in FHWA regional planning funds and
$624,750 in local match funds. After the FY 2012 UWP was approved last year, notification was
received from IDOT that the final FY 2012 Federal budget included additional funds. Due to
the timing of this information and since the FY 12 program was already awarded, these
additional funds were included in the process for the FY 2013 UWP. The UWP Committee
discussed and recommended a funding program that includes this additional funding as part of
the FY 13 process. However, for contracting purposes and the transparency of the UWP
process, this $3,123,750 will need to be amended to the FY 12 program. For administrative ease
and since CMAP will be assuming the contract process for the other agencies, this funding
amount will be moved to CMAP’s FY 12 UWP contract. Therefore, $1,363,750 of CMAP core
MPO activities that are for consultant services and the competitive submittal to fund grants for
local governments through CMAP’s Local Planning Assistance for $1,760,000 will be amended
into our FY 12 contracts.

To clarify, these funding amounts are not included in the FY 13 program, reflected in the
remainder of this document and will need to be amended to the FY 12 program.

ACTION REQUESTED: Recommend amending the FY 12 program and approval of FY 2013
Unified Work Program to the MPO Policy Committee and Regional Coordinating Committee

UNIFIED WORK PROGRAM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Fiscal Year 2013 (FY 13) Unified Work Program (UWP) for transportation planning for
northeastern Illinois programs a total expenditure of $18,761,805 in metropolitan planning
funds from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), state and local sources. The program is fiscally constrained, as the new budget totals
are within the IDOT estimated funding marks. The FY 2013 UWP programs $14,847,734 in
FHWA/FTA funds and $3,914,071 in state or local sources to provide for the necessary matching
funds.
The UWP was developed through the UWP Committee of the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for
Planning (CMAP). The eight voting members of the UWP committee are the City of Chicago,
CTA, Metra, Pace, CMAP, RTA, the Council of Mayors and the counties. IDOT chairs the
committee and votes in instances of a tie. Non-voting members include IEPA, FHWA and FTA.
Member agencies of the UWP Committee traditionally receive UWP funding, but any other
MPO Policy Committee member agency can submit proposals or sponsor submissions from
other entities.
The FY 13 UWP is a one year program covering the State of Illinois fiscal year from July 1, 2012
through June 30, 2013. The UWP Committee developed the FY13 program based on the UWP
funding mark for the metropolitan planning area. Project selection was guided using a twotiered process. The initial tier funded core elements, which largely address the MPO
requirements for meeting federal certification of the metropolitan transportation planning
process. The second tier, a competitive selection process, programmed the remaining funds
based upon a set of FY 13 regional planning priorities developed by the UWP Committee in
concert with the Transportation Committee, MPO Policy Committee and CMAP Board. The
UWP Committee also utilizes a quantitative scoring process to evaluate project submissions in
the competitive round.
The UWP is submitted to CMAP’s Transportation Committee, which recommends approval of
the UWP to the Regional Coordinating Committee and the MPO Policy Committee. The
Regional Coordinating Committee recommends approval of the UWP to the CMAP Board.
Approval by the MPO Policy Committee signifies official MPO endorsement of the UWP.
FY 13 UWP funds will be programmed to CMAP, CTA, the City of Chicago, Regional Council of
Mayors, Metra, Pace, RTA, and Cook County. The program continues to be focused on the
implementation of three major pieces of legislation: the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990; the
Americans with Disabilities Act; and the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU).
Funding by Agency
Figure 1 shows the share of FY 13 UWP funds programmed to each agency.

Figure 1: FY 12 UWP- Share of Funds by Agency
Pace, 1%

RTA, 2%

County, 2%

CoM, 9%

CTA, 10%
Metra, 2%
City of Chicago, 5%

CMAP, 68%

CMAP is receiving 68% of the new FHWA PL and FTA section 5303 funds to implement the
region’s long range plan GO TO 2040, support local planning efforts, collect, analyze, and
disseminate transportation data, support required MPO activities such as the TIP and
Congestion Management Process, perform a range of transportation studies, provide technical
assistance, and engage in coordinated regional outreach.
The CTA, Metra, Pace, and RTA are receiving 10%, 2%, 1%, and 2% of the funds, respectively,
for program development, participation in the regional planning process, and to perform
studies and analytical work related to their systems. In the competitive round, CTA was
awarded $1.485 million to advance planning work on the Red Line, the Red and Purple Line
and the Forest Park Blue Line. Pace received funding for the Corridor Development
Implementation. The RTA received funding for planning of the I-90 Corridor Bus
Enhancements Project.
The City of Chicago is receiving 5% of the funds for transportation planning and programming
and development of the Chicago Bus Rapid Transit Master Plan.
The Regional Councils of Mayors are receiving 9% of the funds. The Council of Mayors
Planning Liaison (PL) program is responsible for serving as a general liaison between CMAP
and local elected officials. PL’s also facilitate the local Surface Transportation Program (STP)
process and monitor other transportation projects from various funding sources. Cook County
is receiving 2% of the funds, for their County Long Range Transportation Planning program.

Summary of UWP Projects and Budgets by Recipient Agency
Agency

Project Title

CMAP

MPO Activities

CMAP Total
CTA

CTA

CTA

CTA

Program Development
Red Line Extension Environment Impact
Statement
Red and Purple
Modernization Environmental Impact
Statement
Forest Park Blue Line
Reconstruction and
Modernization Planning

CTA Total

FTA

FHWA

Local Match Total

917,936

9,243,224

2,540,290

12,701,450

917,936
300,000

9,243,224

2,540,290
75,000

12,701,450
375,000

414,000

103,500

517,500

414,000

103,500

517,500

360,000

90,000

450,000

1,488,000

-

372,000

1,860,000

City of
Chicago

Transportation and
Programming

560,000

140,000

700,000

City of
Chicago

Chicago Bus Rapid Transit
Master Plan

208,000

52,000

260,000

192,000

960,000

1,348,174

539,181

1,887,355

1,348,174

539,181

1,887,355

70,000

350,000

70,000

350,000

80,000

400,000

80,000
15,000

400,000
75,000

30,000

150,000

45,000

225,000

240,000

60,000

300,000

62,400

15,600

78,000

75,600

378,000

3,914,071

18,761,805

City of Chicago Total
Council of
Mayors

768,000

Subregional Transportation
Planning, Programming and
Management

Council of Mayors Total
County of
Cook

Transportation Plan

280,000

Counties Totals

280,000

Metra

320,000

Program Development

Metra Totals
Pace
Pace

Rideshare Services Program
Corridor Development
Implementation

Pace Totals
RTA
RTA

320,000
60,000

RTA Totals
FY 13 UWP Total

-

120000
180,000

I-90 Corridor Bus
Enhancements Planning
RTA Capital Decision
Prioritization Tool

-

302,400
4,256,336

-

10,591,398

Brief Synopses of FY 2013 Recommended UWP Projects

MPO Activities
Purpose: CMAP is responsible for the implementation of the region's long range plan GO

$12,701,450

TO 2040; supporting local planning efforts; collecting, analyzing and disseminating
transportation data; supporting required MPO acitivites such as the TIP and Congestion
Management Process; performing a range of transportation studies; providing technical
assistance; and engaging in coordinated regional outreach. Some of the major areas to be
addressed in this program include transportation financing and tax policy, the connections
between transportation and economic development (with a focus on the freight industry),
housing/job access, and legislative and policy analysis efforts. CMAP provides regional
forecasts and planning evaluations for transportation, land use and environmental planning.

Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP)
Program Development
Purpose: The program facilitates CTA's efforts to coordinate the provision of capital projects

Agency Total:
$12,701,450
$375,000

for customers in its service area to projects identified within the Chicago area regional five-year
Transportation Improvement Program. Major tasks include: Develop CTA's capital programs
for inclusion in the five-year regional TIP; Identify and analyze potential capital projects for
funding eligibility; Prioritize capital projects for inclusion in the CTA's capital program and the
constrained TIP; Monitor capital program of projects progress and adjust as needed for
amending or for inclusion into the TIP.

Red Line Extension – Environment Impact
Purpose: The CTA is proposing to make transportation improvements by extending the Red

$517,500

Line from the 95th Street Station to the vicinity of 130th Street. This project is one part of CTA's
effort to extend and enhance the entire Red Line and is an identified GOTO 2040 fiscallyconstrained project. The CTA has completed an Alternatives Analysis and a Locally Preferred
Alternative was identified through the process and designated by the Chicago Transit Board in
August 2009. The current step in the process is preparation of a Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).

Red and Purple Line Modernization – Environmental Impact Statement
Purpose: The CTA is proposing to make improvements to the North Red and Purple lines.

$517,500

The proposal would bring the existing transit stations, track systems and structures into a state
of good repair and ADA compliant from north of Belmont station to the Linden terminal. This
project is one part of CTA’s effort to extend and enhance the entire Red Line and is an
identified GOTO 2040 fiscially-constrained project. This project would complement the
ongoing planning and environmental studies and processes.

Forest Park Blue Line Reconstruction and Modernization Planning
Purpose: The purpose of this project is for the preliminary concept planning and engineering

$450,000

for the reconstruction and modernization of the Forest Park branch of CTA's Blue Line,
complementing IDOT planning for I-290 reconstruction.

CTA
Transportation and Programming
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to support regional objectives by providing for the
strategic participation of the City of Chicago in the region's transportation planning process
including the development of the RTP and the TIP, by identifying and developing potential

Agency Total:
$1,860,000
$700,000

transportation projects and policies and to provide technical analysis and other requested
information to agencies, elected officials and the general public. Such policy, funding and
planning assistance facilitates the full and effective participation of the City of Chicago in the
regional planning process.

Chicago Bus Rapid Transit Master Plan
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to identify and prioritize future opportunities for Bus

$260,000

Rapid Transit Improvements in Chicago

City of Chicago
Subregional Transportation Planning, Programming and Management
Purpose: The purpose is to provide for strategic participation by local officials in the region’s

Agency Total:
$960,000
$1,887,355

transportation process as required by SAFETEA-LU, the Regional Planning Act and future
legislation. To support the Council of Mayors by providing STP, CMAQ, SRTS, BRR, HPP,
ITEP and other program development and monitoring, general liaison services, technical
assistance and communication assistance

Council of Mayors
Transportation Plan
Purpose: The purpose is to provide for the ongoing development and maintenance of the

Agency Total:
$1,887,355
$350,000

Cook County 2040 Transportation Plan, which is needed to manage future growth and travel
demand. The Transportation Plan is a tool that guides the programming and planning of
transportation infrastructure improvements, projects, and services and the allocation of
financial resources.

Cook County
Program Development
Purpose: This program helps facilitate Metra’s efforts in capital transit planning and

Agency Total:
$350,000
$400,000

administration. Metra is responsible for developing the capital and operating programs
necessary to maintain, enhance, and expand commuter rail service in northeastern Illinois.
Metra participates in the MPO process accordingly. Core element activities done by Metra
include: regional transportation planning efforts; transit planning; private providers
coordination; planning with protected populations; safety and security planning; facilitation of
communication between local and regional governmental entities.

Metra
Rideshare Services Program
Purpose: The Pace Rideshare program supports individuals and employers in the

Agency Total:
$400,000
$75,000

Northeastern Illinois region in forming carpools and vanpools to reduce single occupancy
vehicle trips, therby reducing traffic congestion and air pollution, as well as providing
transportation to improve job accessibility. A critical component of the program involves
strategic marketing that achieves critical mass to improve the matching potential of the
participants.

Corridor Development Implementation
Purpose: This project involves corridor development to improve the efficiency of transit
operations and establish long term coordination between transit and land use in support of Go
To 2040. The project creates integration of several Pace programs including The Arterial Bus

$150,000

Rapid Transit (ART) , regional corridors, Transit Signal Priority (TSP), Posted stops and transit
oriented development. The project will allow for incremental development of 24 regional
arterials and ART corridor network through implementation of TSP and posted stops.

Pace
I-90 Corridor Bus Enhancements Planning
Purpose: The purpose of the project planning is for mid-term and long-term bus

Agency Total:
$225,000
$300,000

enhancements to complement and leverage bus service improvements and managed lane
facility planned as part of the I-op ISTHA reconstruction project. Supporting agencies are Pace
and the Illinois State Toll Highway Authority.

RTA Capital Decision Prioritization Tool
Purpose:

With some of the nation’s oldest transit assets, the RTA transit system has
significant reinvestment needs, including an estimated $24.6 billion over the next ten years to
attain a state of good repair (SGR), which is more than three times higher than the projected
funding during the same period. In order to improve the decision-making processes and
prioritize investments given constrained funding, the RTA is developing the Capital Decision
Prioritization Support Tool (the Decision Support Tool) to assist the Service Boards as they
annually prepare their respective capital program needs to manage day-to-day operations and
obtain a State of Good Repair. The Decision Support Tool will serve to assist the RTA in
establishing a process for the evaluation of long range planning items, such as major system
enhancement and expansions. The Decision Support Tool will be founded on FTA’s existing
TERM model and will utilize the Maintain, Enhance and Expand criteria, and scoring process
developed by the RTA in coordination with Service Board staff.

$78,000

This proposal is seeking funding for the prioritization process for Enhance and Expand
investments. With the requested funding, the consultant will work with the RTA and the
Service Boards to develop the rating criteria, scoring methods and data requirements for
Enhance and Expand investments. The identified rating criteria will be implemented in the
development of the final Decision Support Tool.

RTA

Agency Total:
$378,000

MEMORANDUM
To:

Transportation Committee

From:

CMAP Staff

Date:

April 20, 2012

Re:

Updates to the CMAQ Programming and Management Policies

The CMAQ Project Selection Committee has developed revised programming and management
policies aimed at improving the accomplishment rate for the region’s CMAQ program.
Increased accomplishment of CMAQ projects not only assists in implementing GO TO 2040 and
improving air quality and mitigating congestion in the CMAP region, it also helps keep limited
federal resources in our region.
There are five primary changes to the recommended policies:


Make phase I engineering the sponsor’s responsibility;



Fund phases that are programmed at 100% federal share;



Enforce an accomplishment sunset;



Create an annual obligation goal;



Implement contingency projects if the obligation goal is not achieved.

The revised policies are attached. The Project Selection Committee requests your
recommendation of approval of the revised CMAQ Programming and Management Policies to
the Regional Coordinating Committee and the MPO Policy Committee.

CMAQ Programming and Management Policies

A: Programming of CMAQ Funds for New Projects
1) Application materials and requirements
a) The applicant is solely responsible for application completeness.
b) Applications submitted without the following will be rejected:
i) Complete project financing & CMAQ funding request section;
ii) Input Module Worksheets for traffic flow improvement projects only;
iii) Scoping Document for traffic flow improvements, commuter parking and
pedestrian/bicycle projects only;
iv) Pedestrian/Parking Deck Supplements, if applicable;
v) Sign-off by the applicable Planning Liaison, for municipal sponsors only (see section
A:1,d).
c) If an application is missing other information, only one attempt will be made to collect
that information (notice will be via a “read receipt” e-mail). The deadline for
submission of missing information is 30 days from the date of the emailed notification
from CMAP. If the sponsor does not respond by the deadline, the application will be
rejected.
d) Project applications submitted by municipal agencies (villages, cities, counties, park
districts, school districts, forest preserve districts, townships, etc.) are required to be
reviewed by their Council of Mayors Planning Liaison (PL).
i) The individual PLs are responsible for reviewing applications and advising the
sponsor of missing information.
ii) The PL sign-off is incorporated into the application form.
iii) The deadline for submission for PL review is two weeks in advance of the deadline
for submission to CMAP. The deadline for submitting applications to the PLs will be
included in the CMAQ program development schedule.
2) Programming the funds
a) The CMAQ program mark for a given fiscal year will be the northeastern Illinois share
of the State’s federal apportionment adjusted by the CMAQ Project Selection Committee
to account for programming balances.
b) Phase I engineering will be the responsibility of the project sponsor to complete without
CMAQ funding.

CMAQ Programming Policies Revised 4-20-2012
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i)

Sponsors will be required to demonstrate that phase I engineering has been initiated
prior to programming of CMAQ funding to a proposal. This can be demonstrated
by:
(1) The project has received design approval prior to release of the Project Selection
Committee’s programming recommendations.
(2) The PDR document has been submitted to IDOT for approval prior to release of
the Project Selection Committee’s programming recommendations.
ii) A sponsor can request funding for phase I engineering based on financial hardship
or if the proposal is directly identified by a GO TO 2040 Focused Programming
group.
(1) Phases beyond phase I engineering will not be eligible for CMAQ funding until
one of the two requirements from section A:2,b,i are met.
(2) All remaining eligible phases will be programmed at a maximum level of 80%
federal funding.
c) For projects that complete phase I engineering without CMAQ funding, the federal
funding level for phase II engineering, right-of-way acquisition (ROW), construction and
implementation will be at 100%, with the following exceptions.
i) For transit proposals where phase I and phase II engineering are not clearly defined,
50% of the engineering costs will be eligible for CMAQ funding with the remaining
phases eligible for 100% CMAQ funding.
ii) For signal interconnect projects, phase II engineering costs will not be eligible for
CMAQ funding with the construction phase eligible for 100% funding.
iii) For proposals that are not required to complete phase I engineering, 90% of the
proposals’ remaining phases will be eligible for CMAQ funding. Projects in this
category include but are not limited to :
(1) Bicycle Parking and Encouragement
(2) Non-construction bicycle facility treatments
(3) Sidewalks not involving ROW acquisition
(4) Transit Service and Marketing
(5) Transit Vehicles Procurement
(6) Diesel Retrofits
(7) Most “Other” category projects
(8) Any project using a Categorical Exclusion 1(CE1)
iv) For proposals involving private corporations, the funding levels will be addressed
on a case by case to a maximum 65% federal share.
d) Proposals that are not selected for funding but are shown to have air quality benefits
will be included in a “Vetted” project list that can be used to help meet the annual
obligation goal described in further details under section B:4.
e) All sponsors will be required to attend a mandatory project initiation meeting once
CMAP has received the federal funding eligibility determinations from USDOT. The
meeting will include distribution of necessary forms and information needed to initiate
the projects and review of general project schedules and deadlines. Unless specific
approval has been granted by CMAP, project consultants may not attend in the stead of
project sponsors. Consultants are encouraged to accompany the project sponsors.
Failure to attend will subject the project to removal from the program. This decision will
CMAQ Programming Policies Revised 4-20-2012
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be via recommendation of the CMAQ Project Selection Committee to the Transportation
Committee and MPO Policy Committee.
B: Active Program Management of Projects
1) Every phase of an approved project will be subject to an accomplishment sunset. Each
phase will have the year in which it is programmed plus two additional years (3 years total)
to meet the accomplishment goal for the phase.
a) For FTA administered projects, accomplishment is FTA grant approval for the phase.
b) For those projects administered through the Federal Highway Administration, the
accomplishment goal is defined as:
i) Phase I engineering - design approval
ii) Phase II engineering - Pre-final plans submitted to IDOT District 1
iii) ROW - ROW certified by IDOT District 1
iv) Construction - Has been let for bid
v) Implementation - Federal Authorization
c) If a phase is not accomplished in the year it is programmed plus two years, all remaining
funding for the project will be removed from the guaranteed program and the project
will be considered a deferred project. More information on deferred projects in section
B:4,c,ii.
2) A review of the status for all projects with phases in the annual element will be conducted in
May and October.
i) All projects that fail to provide status report during May or October will be subject to
removal from the CMAQ program.
3) Transit projects that have been obligated will be required to submit an expenditure update
within 45 days of the end of each calendar quarter until the project is 100% complete.
4) An annual obligation goal will be set to ensure the region is spending its CMAQ
apportionment.
a) The goal will be set three months prior to the start of the federal fiscal year.
b) The goal will be based on the anticipated apportionment for the next federal fiscal year
and the anticipated unobligated balance.
c) If the obligation goal cannot be met through implementation of projects incorporated in
the CMAQ program through the regular selection process, then other projects (listed
below in priority order) will be selected to accomplish the goal
i) Out Year – projects programmed in the out years of the program will be moved into
the annual element. This can occur at any time if funding is available and the project
demonstrates readiness.
ii) Deferred – projects that had their funding removed for failure to meet
accomplishment sunset deadlines can have their funding restored. This can occur at
any time if funding is available and the project demonstrates readiness.
iii) Vetted – move projects into the annual element that include:
(1) projects that were analyzed and showed an air quality benefit but were not
included in the program and that have demonstrated readiness or
(2) partially funded CMAQ projects that have other funding that can be substituted
with CMAQ funds that have demonstrated readiness.
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iv) Extraordinary – projects that are CMAQ-eligible but which have not applied for
CMAQ funding and have demonstrated readiness.
d) If the actual obligation amount is expected to be within $5 million of the goal, then no
action to implement other projects will be considered.
5) The review process for determining if the obligation goal will be met, or if other projects
need to be selected will begin in spring of that federal fiscal year.
6) Projects selected for contingency funding must meet the following conditions:
a) be ready to obligate within the federal fiscal year.
b) demonstration of readiness is defined below
Phase I
Engineering

Phase II
Engineering

ROW Acquisition

Construction

Implementation

Local Projects
Locally Executed Local
Agency Agreement sent
to IDOT Central Office
for Execution
Locally Executed Local
Agency Agreement sent
to IDOT Central Office
for Execution
Locally Executed Local
Agency Agreement sent
to IDOT Central Office
for Execution
Pre-final Plans at IDOT
BLRS for Review

CDOT
Locally Executed IPA sent
to IDOT Central Office for
Execution

Transit
Inclusion in the
RTA Program

IDOT
n/a

Locally Executed IPA sent
to IDOT Central Office for
Execution

Inclusion in the
RTA Program

n/a

Locally Executed IPA sent
to IDOT Central Office for
Execution

Inclusion in the
RTA Program

When ROW is included in
the IDOT program

Locally Executed IPA sent
to IDOT Central Office for
Execution

Inclusion in the
RTA Program

Case by case basis, in
general – locally
executed agreement
sent to IDOT Central
Office for Execution

Case by case basis, in
general - Locally Executed
IPA sent to IDOT Central
Office for Execution

Inclusion in the
RTA Program

When Design Approval is
achieved or when
Construction is included in
IDOT program.
n/a

c) construction is the preferred phase for contingency funding
d) vetted and extraordinary projects must meet the following phase funding minimum
requirements.
i) $1 million for phase II or ROW acquisition
ii) $5 million for construction
(1) a combination bid over $5 million is acceptable
iii) limits do not apply to out year or deferred projects
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PARKING STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT LIVABLE COMMUNITIES

Parking Strategies to Support Livable Communities

This report is the result of a collaborative effort with municipal
representatives from seven communities in the Chicago region, each of
which is facing some type of parking management challenge. The longrange GO TO 2040 plan specifically recommends parking management
strategies and pricing to encourage the development of livable
communities, and this guide will help municipal governments determine
the appropriate steps for addressing their challenges. Understanding the
costs and benefits of various parking strategies can help municipalities
make informed decisions to create a more livable region.

Special thanks to: Peg Blanchard, Kevin Kramer, Cara Pavlicek, Jacob Rife,
Brandon Stanick, Michele Stegall, Frank Urbina, Rod Zenner, and consultants
from Kimley-Horn & Associates, Rich & Associates, and Nelson-Nygaard.
Cover photo by Tom Murtha, CMAP.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Livable Communities
This report is provided to help communities address their
parking concerns with the end goal of making our communities
more livable. Though opinions differ on what exactly makes a
community “livable,” attractive and appealing communities
tend to share some common traits. They are healthy, safe,
and walkable. They offer choices for timely transportation to
schools, jobs, services, and basic needs. As outlined in the GO
TO 2040 regional plan, livable communities are created through
effective planning and decisions by local officials, developers,
and individual residents. In addition to their quality-of-life
benefits, livability and compact growth make good economic
sense for our region and its residents. Developing our existing
communities and improving their livability is more cost-effective
and resource-efficient than rapidly developing in areas without
adequate infrastructure. Decisions made about parking directly
affect the livability of our communities.
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Envisioning The Future
One of the central goals of GO TO 2040 is to make our region a better
place to live, by directing investment toward policies that strengthen
existing communities. While CMAP can help local governments address
the issues of livability in their communities, development decisions will
continue to be made locally. As such, each community should develop
its own goals for future growth and envision how they would like their
downtown to look, feel, and function. With that in place, it will be easier
to determine the best approach to take toward parking.

Complete Streets
Addressing any parking problems should be part of a comprehensive
multi-modal transportation system plan. Driving and parking make
up just one facet of a community’s transportation infrastructure.
While cars will continue to be the primary mode of transportation
for many of us, GO TO 2040 recommends that other modes — like
walking, bicycling, and transit — make up a greater share of trips in
the future. The design of our streets and how we manage parking
can encourage multi-modal use and improve safety; one popular
method of accomplishing this is called “Complete Streets.” While a
complete street can differ somewhat from one community to the next,
the common idea is that they are designed with all potential users in
mind – old and young; people using wheelchairs, walkers, or canes;
pedestrians, bicyclists, bus riders, and drivers.
Complete Streets make it easier to walk from one destination to the
next, to cross the street, and to ride a bike; they can reduce accidents at
dangerous intersections. Providing transportation options improves
the health of a community and the health of residents. The Alliance for
Bicycling and Walking found that states with the lowest levels of biking
and walking have, on average, the highest rates of obesity, diabetes, and
high blood pressure.1 Complete Streets can help older residents stay
active and involved in their communities. As indicated by the photos to
the right, accommodating multiple modes of transportation can move
more people within the same amount of road space.
Common elements of a complete street include sidewalks, bike lanes,
dedicated bus lanes, comfortable and accessible transit stops, frequent
and safe crossing opportunities, median islands, curb extensions,
limited curb cuts, narrowed travel lanes, etc.2 Sustainable prosperity
depends on our region’s success in reducing congestion by promoting
transportation options other than driving. While not the only solution
to the need for more parking, improving the walkability of an area and
the quality of the environment expands the range of parking facilities
that serve a destination, and encourages walking and bicycling to
substitute for some automobile trips.

1 “Bicycling and Walking in the United States: 2010 Benchmarking Report,” Alliance for Biking and
Walking. http://www.completestreets.org/complete-streets-fundamentals/
2 National Complete Streets Coalition: http://www.completestreets.org/complete-streetsfundamentals/complete-streets-faq/

The same number of people, showing amount of road space occupied
when traveling: in cars, while walking and bicyling, and on a bus. Investing
in alternative transportation is the best way to make efficient use of our
roads. Photos: Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission. www.tjpdc.org
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A healthy community provides
safe options for all forms of travel
-- whether it is on foot, bicycle,
by bus, or by car. Proper parking
management can reduce the need
for more spaces by using the
existing ones more efficiently and
targeting different types of parkers
(short term / long term), sharing
parking between uses with different
peak demands, and by shifting
the cost of providing parking from
the general public and municipal
governments onto the users. While
we have long-focused on improving
the driving experience, there is a
need for a balanced approach to
accessibility.

Photo : Dan Burden, www.completestreets.org

The Role of Parking
As one of the largest single land uses in our municipal “footprints,”
parking deserves more attention than is typically bestowed upon
it. Besides encouraging auto use, having such a large supply of
parking influences the character, form, function and flow of our
communities. For example:
• Providing a supply of parking to meet peak demand for every use
keeps buildings widely spaced apart, rendering walking and bicycling
unpleasant and unsafe.
• Paving over what were once grassland and wetlands increases
runoff and therefore the burden on our stormwater systems and
leads to flooding and pollution problems.
• Requiring large amounts of parking in housing developments
makes the housing more expensive, irrespective of resident demand,
as the cost of parking is built into the cost of each unit.

Parking strategies should be aligned with the municipality’s vision
for the future. This paper outlines five steps to reforming parking
policy:

1) evaluation,
2) education / outreach,
3) strategy development,
4) implementation,
5) monitoring and improvement.
A community should first evaluate the existing conditions for
supply and usage rates, conduct a public education and outreach
campaign, implement the appropriate changes, monitor results,
and adapt as needed. It is important to have flexible policies so that
adjustments can easily be made. Additionally, communities should
consider how their zoning policy is affecting parking and make
revisions to increase economic vitality and livability. They can also
provide incentives for alternative transportation and work with local
employers to encourage car-pooling, bicycling, and walking.
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The Evolution of Parking Management

Eventually, if parking demand outpaces supply, and construction
costs for new parking remain prohibitive, cities turn to pricing to
shift demand and influence mode choice. Parking pricing, in turn,
can lead to residential “spillover,” as neighborhoods close to high
demand areas are targeted by long-term parkers looking to avoid
paying for parking. Local governments solve this with residential
parking schemes designed to give priority to residents who can
purchase parking permits. Continued growth in car ownership and
driving habits, combined with limited land in city centers has led
to the use of Park & Ride lots, often with shuttles to move people
between the lot and the town center. This can work for commuters
and also for visitors and shoppers.

The amount of parking supplied influences the demand for parking,
and it is impossible to determine the optimal parking supply without
consideration of the costs and benefits of providing the supply. In
the United States, we have more cars than licensed drivers, and
the gap has been widening since the 1980s. For every car in the US,
there may be as many as 8 parking spaces,3 and 99 percent of trips
end in free parking.4 Our communities and our habits have adapted
to the idea of ubiquitous, free parking. As communities grow, their
parking needs and demands also undergo transformations, requiring
different types of parking management – especially if we hope to
reduce congestion and encourage livable communities.
In the Chicago region, most suburban downtown communities
provide free parking with an assortment of restrictions, mainly on
time. Several communities have added capacity, using a variety of
funding measures to construct parking garages. There are some
policy changes that can help alleviate stresses of parking, but as
demand for parking continues to grow, and municipalities examine
the costs to construct additional supply, many more communities
will need to make the unpopular decision to charge for parking in
high-demand areas.
Parking pricing has been done successfully in places like Oak Park
and Evanston, as well as smaller communities who are testing
pricing mechanisms. Many commuter stations already have paid
parking, but prices do not reflect actual costs, and the spaces remain
in high demand. This imbalance of supply and demand has kept
many lots full, and created parking spillover problems. If done
right, parking pricing can be helpful to businesses and painless to
shoppers and visitors. If there are no parking spaces available, a
shopper may give up on his or her trip entirely. The goal of pricing is
to free up just one or two spaces per block, and shift the long-term
parkers from high-demand spaces.
A similar pattern of parking problems is found in villages and
towns across the globe, and certain strategies consistently emerge
to deal with them – this has been called the Evolution of Parking
Management, as shown to the right. Most communities will start
without parking management strategies until free and abundant
parking becomes congested and negatively impacts the area’s ability
to attract shoppers or other pedestrians. When this happens, local
governments put parking regulations and controls in place, such
as prohibiting parking in some locations and marking spaces more
clearly. If parking availability continues to decline, governments
introduce time restrictions on the free parking, attracting longterm parkers to spaces farther from the town center, where space
turnover is encouraged. As parking congestion increases, some
parkers may resort to the “two-hour shuffle” in which long-term
parkers occupy high-demand spaces but move their cars every few
hours to avoid citations.
3 David Biello, “No Such Thing as Free Parking,” Scientific American, 9 January 2011.
http://bit.ly/vATtAw
4 Donald Shoup, “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press, Chicago,
IL: 2005.

More recently, the concept of “Mobility Management” has found
a place in cities trying to reduce congestion and promote a variety
of travel modes. This tactic aims to enhance the accessibility of
towns and cities for all people, regardless of their mode of transport.
Providing connections between modes becomes very important
when trying to create a “seamless journey,” where driving or
taking a taxi is not necessary. Some large cities are also looking at
“Performance – based Parking Pricing,” a strategy popularized by an
urban planning professor from UCLA, Donald Shoup, and currently
being tested in San Francisco. This tactic takes a market-based
approach, varying the price of parking based on supply and demand.
The Evolution of Parking Management*

No Parking Measures Taken
Introduce Regulations
Free with time limits
Shared Parking
Paid Parking
Residential Permits
Park & Ride

Mobility Management
Performance-based
Parking Pricing
*Adapted from: “Parking Policies and the Effects on Economy and Mobility, “ COST Action
342. Online: http://bit.ly/rYHuDy. Performance-based Parking Pricing added.

STEP ONE: EVALUATION

Step One
Evaluation
Determining If You Have A Parking Problem
Most communities have a central downtown where businesses and attractions
are clustered. Juggling the needs of local businesses, restaurants, rail commuters,
residents, and visitors is no small feat. In addition to the customers, there are also
employees arriving by car. When everyone is trying to go to the same part of town,
it can become a challenge to find a parking spot for each automobile; people often
are forced to drive in circles searching for a convenient space. Parking congestion
indicates that people want to visit your downtown. The process of determining the
degree of the parking problem primarily involves interviewing stakeholders and
counting available spaces. With training and volunteer help, the counting can be done
at very little cost.

Assessing Your Parking Problem
Whether you are planning for future growth or addressing current parking congestion
issues, it is important to have a strong understanding of local stakeholders’ perception
of the problem, as well as thorough on-the-ground knowledge of the existing supply
and parking occupancy rates. Municipalities often retain consultants to conduct
parking inventories, but with some basic training, staff or volunteers can also be
effective. A parking inventory is essentially a count of spaces and how they are used.

Photo: Capital Painting, Inc., www.capitalpaintinginc.com
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Conducting a Parking Survey

Metra has utilization rates and total number of parking spaces for
each commuter parking lot, available on the RTAMS website:
http://www.rtams.org/rtams/home.jsp.

Goal
Determine how much parking exists (both public & private) and
how it is used. This can help to identify underutilized parking, high
demand areas, opportunities for shared parking, and future parking
needs in your community.
Materials needed
Municipal staff or volunteers with basic survey training, welldefined methodologies, map of area to be surveyed, survey forms,
clipboards, writing utensils.
About surveys
Surveys are typically conducted in response to a perceived lack of
parking, but if a municipality has the resources, a parking survey
can be very valuable to have at any point, and should be done on a
seasonal basis. Surveys typically focus only on the number of cars
at certain parking spaces throughout the day, but can also include
resident input on satisfaction and ease of parking. Naperville does
annual parking surveys to measure parking use and business
satisfaction; a sample of their survey is available in the appendix.
More in-depth surveys can include the amount of turnover in an
area.

A sample parking inventory, available for download: http://1.usa.gov/zklWQX

Turnover Survey
A more thorough evaluation of the parking supply can include
information about the turnover rate. In this process, you need to
include the license plates of all the cars parking in the areas you are
surveying. The process is repeated every hour in order to identify
cars doing the “two-hour shuffle” to avoid tickets, cars parking for
longer than the allowed time (where applicable), and to get a better
understanding of turnover. If budgets allow, this process can be
simplified with the use of Automated License Plate Recognition
(ALPR) systems. ALPR systems are typically used by enforcement
agents, as they can scan thousands of license plates each hour,
recording the GPS location and alert officers if a car exceeds the time
limit or “shuffles” to avoid tickets. If funding allows, enforcement
agents (police) and planners may also want to consider sharing an
ALPR system, as an efficient means of monitoring turnover. If your
budget is limited, a turnover survey can be done manually on streets
identified as problematic.

STEP ONE: EVALUATION

Occupancy Survey
Any survey of parking supply should begin with conversations on
the street and inside local businesses.

1. Listen to stakeholders
to determine their perceived parking needs and problems (business
owners, employees, downtown residents, realtors, shoppers, city
officials, chamber of commerce or downtown business association).
Potential forums for input include public meetings, focus groups,
and personal interviews. Questions to ask include:
• Is there a parking problem? Are certain blocks worse than
others? What is the biggest problem?
• What times of the day are the worst; is it only weekdays /
weekends?
• How is the enforcement? Does it work well? Is it fair?
• Are there obvious offenders? Certain groups or businesses
that contribute more significantly to the problem?
• What is your ideal vision of parking downtown?
• What are ideas for solutions? How should they be paid for?

2. Design your survey,
informed by the stakeholder input received.
• Is the study focused only on the Central Business District
(CBD)? Does it extend into the residential neighborhoods next
to the CBD (“spillover”)?
• Alternatively, the study area can be determined by the largest
distance someone would be willing to walk to local attractions
(usually about half a mile).

3. Create a map
of the study area, and an Excel table to input data (see Appendix).
• Define the study area (depending on stakeholder input and
time / budget allowances)
• Number the blocks, with cardinal references to different
sides of the street (“block face”)
• Number the private and public parking lots, and identify the
owners of the property or the entity leasing the spaces for use
• Create a table that corresponds to the mapped block
numbers and lot numbers
• Count the number of existing spaces, on-street and off, for
each numbered area; this can be done ahead of time if you will
be covering a large area, by:
o Measuring the block lengths in GIS or Google Earth, and
using the information in the chart to the right, or
o Using aerial photographs to count parked cars or parking
spaces
• If the study area is small, this can be done during the survey,
by walking the blocks and counting as you go
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4. Conduct the survey
• Count the number of occupied parking spaces for each block,
noting any restrictions / handicapped spaces / meters / etc.
• Are the spaces private parking spaces, restricted to
employees and customers (who)? Loading zones? Is there a fee?
What are the rates? Include this information in the notes.
• Include bicycle racks, rings, and other bicycle facilities in the
inventory
• Note the location of any illegally parked vehicles
• The survey should include at least 3 or 4 different time
periods during the day, including all times with peak demand,
possibly a Saturday or Sunday as well, depending on the results
of your stakeholder interviews
• The survey should not take place on a major event day, but
should be focused to capture typical, everyday usage
• Note the weather, and if there is snow blocking any spaces

Distance as
Measured
Along Curb (ft)
<15
15-35
35-60
60-85
85-110
110-135
135-160
160-185
185-210
210-235
235-260
260-285
285-310

# of
Parking
Spaces
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Using 20’
spaces
0
1
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
13
14
15

Average spaces will vary if motorcycle / scooter parking is considered; Smart Cars can fit two
to a space. An on-street bike corral may be preferable to a parking space, for example, near
intersections where low visibility is a safety concern. Left two columns from “Parking
Management Made Easy: A Guide to Taming the Downtown Parking Beast.” Oregon
Department of Transportation: http://1.usa.gov/ODOT_ParkingMgt
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Compile the Survey Results

The report could include the following elements:

The results of the survey should be compiled in a report, with a
stand-alone executive summary mostly consisting of maps and
tables. The amount of descriptive writing at this point should be
limited to the methodology because you are not interpreting the
survey, just reporting the results. Ideally, the data would be stored in
database tables and a Geographic Information System (GIS) to allow
for future analysis. In the absence of GIS software, the results can be
mapped using free services such as Google Maps or Google Earth; it
will involve staff time to compile the information.

• A map of the study area
• A description of stakeholders and specific groups that provided
input
• Common themes heard from stakeholders
• Methodology used to reach out to stakeholders and to collect data
• Maps showing rates of occupancy by block face (unless the study
area is very small, this section will be a series of maps)
• Data tables (with turnover information, if available)

Public meeting in Berwyn. Photo: CMAP Library.

STEP TWO: EDUCATION & OUTREACH
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Step Two
Education & Outreach
The results of the survey should highlight “problematic” blocks (or highdemand areas) and areas with excess capacity. Considering the community’s
long-range goals for livability, an assortment of strategies is available to target
different users. The education and outreach stage of parking management will
help determine the priorities of stakeholders, which will help to devise which
approaches to use.

Getting Started

Working With Consultants

From the report of survey results, the municipality should develop
a series of maps of the downtown area, showing the average parking
demand at different times of day (if available). These maps will be
helpful when working with stakeholders and residents to develop
potential solutions. With stakeholder input and local expertise of
the area, different zones for parking demand should be identified.
Larger communities may have a “Downtown Arts Center,” a “Retail
Corridor,” or “Commuter Parking” areas. Smaller communities may
only need to identify the busiest streets and the busiest times of day.

Many municipalities turn to parking professionals to assist with
parking surveys and to determine the best strategies to address their
problems. A knowledgeable consultant can be helpful in selecting
the best strategies for the unique challenges in your community,
and the best ways to communicate those ideas with the public. The
process can be more cost-effective if the municipality has done some
work before hiring a consultant. For example, the basic parking
occupancy survey can help a consultant determine where to focus
their efforts. Most importantly, when approaching a consultant or
releasing a Request for Proposals (RFP), the community should be
prepared with their goals for parking already formulated. The goals
for parking should be part of a broader strategic vision for parking,
livability, and transportation. Consultants may be better equipped to
conduct a turnover survey, help with outreach, choose appropriate
strategies to achieve the community’s strategic planning goals,
and help with implementation. After processing the results of the
survey, the municipality should consider whether or not to seek
professional guidance.
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Effective Public Participation

Municipalities are encouraged to host meetings, talk with
stakeholders, and make their constituents aware of the issue.
Creating a publicly-accessible, easy-to-understand report
highlighting the results of the parking evaluation is a good way to
begin the engagement process. The document should explain the
parking problems to stakeholders with graphics as well as text.
Graphics should include maps with occupancy rates by time of day
and tables with turnover information (if available). Make these
maps available at City Hall, local libraries and available for download
online. Encourage businesses to provide them to their customers
and employees as well. Use the data and charts to convey the costs
of parking congestion, and what could happen in a “do-nothing”
approach.

Effectively engaging the community will help to prioritize values,
understand the trade-offs that various groups are willing to make,
and develop a solution to your municipality’s parking problems.
The public engagement should also consider future growth and
long-term goals. Before deciding which strategies to pursue, it is
important to engage the community in as many ways as possible. If
you are using a consultant, they can help determine the best ways to
reach stakeholders. If you are conducting outreach in-house, there
are some important things to consider. Referencing the stakeholders
that you surveyed in Step 1, you can identify various groups of
stakeholders (business owners, employees, downtown residents,
realtors, shoppers, city officials, etc.) that you will target, and you
may want to limit your focus to certain areas, such as the most
congested downtown streets.
If the most congested areas for parking are highly concentrated
with businesses (as is often the case), you may want to begin by
engaging the local Chamber of Commerce. Identify the values of
the business owners, residents, as well as the municipality. By
understanding the values of various stakeholders, you can identify
where there is overlap; the overlap becomes the foundation for
collaborative problem-solving. In 2007, CMAP adopted a Public
Participation Plan (PPP) that discusses how engagement efforts
should be incorporated into regional planning work. The guiding
principles of CMAP’s public engagement efforts, strongly influenced
by the International Association for Public Participation (IAP2)’s
core values, are helpful to consider when undertaking any public
engagement effort:
1. The public should have input in decisions about actions
that affect their lives.
2. Public participation includes the promise that the
public’s contribution will be considered in the decisionmaking process.
3. The public participation process communicates the
interests and considers the needs and interests of all
participants.
4. Public participation process seeks out and facilitates
the involvement of those potentially affected by local and
regional plans.
5. The public participation process provides participants
with the information they need to participate in a
meaningful way.
6. The public participation process communicates to
participants how their input influenced the decision.

Real-time interactive keypad polling at a public meeting. Photo: CMAP Library.

STEP TWO: EDUCATION & OUTREACH

In addition to explaining the current conditions, explain the costs
of constructing parking infrastructure. Develop a dialogue around
parking infrastructure to determine if it is feasible, desired, and
who will pay for it. If considering parking pricing for very congested
areas, keep in mind that parking is a very sensitive topic; work to
create safe discussion environments. Use social media outlets like
Facebook and Twitter to develop more interest in the conversation.
Create goals and objectives for the public outreach process; identify
real problems, pushing for specifics about when and where parking
is an issue. Allow at least two months for public engagement before
developing solutions. A sample public outreach strategy could
involve the following steps: (1) Present your report to relevant
councils, committees, Chamber of Commerce, and make it publicly
available at City Hall, libraries, and online, (2) hold several area- or
topic-specific focus group meetings, (3) provide a telephone number
or email address where constituents can give comments, (4) host
two public meetings, and (5) write a report describing the results
of your focus groups, meetings, and comments received on the
topic. The public engagement process should continue throughout
the development of strategies and implementation, to build
relationships with the interested parties, to monitor satisfaction,
and identify early hurdles.

The most important goal is to involve
people in the decision-making process
from the beginning, so that they better
understand the benefits and costs of
parking, and differing viewpoints
can discuss potential solutions and
strategies.

Hearing from constituents at a public meeting. Photo: CMAP Library.

In addition to traditional public meetings, consider the following public participation strategies for potentially contentious topics:
• Keypad polling technology: an electronic, real-time
anonymous survey tool that allows the municipality to gauge
what the public’s main concerns are, and can collect their
preferences about what goals are most important. This also
allows for collection of basic demographic and lifestyle preference
information, which can be useful when compiling the baseline
data.
• Mapping and other creative “report back” methods:
Mapping exercises are frequently used for public meetings so
that residents can identify land use challenges and opportunities.
The map will allow the public to see where problem areas are
concentrated.
• “Citizens’ Juries”: This public participation method consists
of a small panel of non-specialists, modeled on the structure of a
criminal jury. They should consist of about 12 – 16 members, with a
demographic sample that represents the community. They review
“evidence” from opposed viewpoints and try to reach a consensus
about recommendations for policy direction.
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• Small Group Discussions or “World Cafes”: This enables
participants to delve into the topic areas in a concentrated period
of time, giving people a chance to share their thoughts and goals in
a more comfortable setting than in front of the whole group. This
allows everyone to get a taste of the complexities surrounding
parking planning. Talking with peers will allow people’s ideas
to grow and creates a sense of team ownership of some of the
proposed goals.
• The “Samoan Circle”: some participants are seated in a
small circle and others remain in an outer circle. The inner circle
should represent all the different viewpoints present and there
should be a couple of open chairs. Those outside of this inner
circle must remain silent; if they wish to join the discussion or
react to a position, they must sit in the open inner circle chairs or
stand behind one until it is available. This technique is used on
controversial and divisive topics.
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The Glen Town Center. Photo : CMAP Library.

Downtown Woodstock. Photo : CMAP Library.

On-street bike corral parking in Oak Park. Photo : Steven Vance , www.stevevance.net

Palatine’s Gateway Center parking structure, adjacent to the Metra commuter station.
Photo : Jim Watkins, www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/

Pedestrian-friendly walkway to Downers Grove Parking Garage.
Photo : Jim Watkins, www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/

STEP THREE: STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

Step Three
Strategy Development
Parking is a local issue and there is no prescribed solution that will work
for all of our 284 municipalities in the CMAP region. Each community
will need to develop their own set of strategies targeted to their unique
characteristics and needs. The results of the public outreach efforts should
help guide a municipality to the most appropriate solutions for their
community.

Envisioning vibrant public spaces. Photo : CMAP’s GO TO 2040 Plan, www.goto2040.org
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How To Handle Parking Demand Without Building
More Parking

Building Consensus For Action

Without understanding the complexities of parking and its role
in the transportation system, people often say, “Just build more
parking!” Parking structures are expensive, often upwards of
$25,000 per space, and rarely pay for themselves. The design and
management of parking supply affects the livability and walkability
of any downtown. Building additional parking without managing
the existing supply can induce driving and increase the demand for
even more parking. Conversely, managing the existing supply can be
a cost-effective way to reduce demand or increase attractiveness of
underutilized spaces.
Once you have an understanding of your parking supply and highdemand areas, you can start to identify appropriate strategies to
better manage the supply. A desirable occupancy rate is 85 percent,
where one or two spaces are open on each block at all times. When
parking occupancy rates approach 90 percent, drivers spend extra
time searching for parking and add to congestion on the roadways.
Most parking survey results will find higher occupancy rates in
certain zones at certain times of day, and under-utilized parking in
other areas.
The most effective way to shift demand from one area to another
is through the using of pricing mechanisms, but additional
policies and practices can also be effective, and strategies will
vary depending on the community. Factors affecting the impact of
parking management policies include density levels, transit access,
median income, bicycling and pedestrian infrastructure, as well
as access to businesses and services in the local downtown area.
Communities with a variety of amenities and transit options will
have more possibilities for innovative policy. In smaller, less dense
communities with no transit, strategies will be somewhat limited.
See chart on page 31 for more details.

While everyone may agree that there is a parking problem, they may
not agree on the appropriate measures to solve it. It is important to
inform stakeholders of the costs and benefits of various courses of
action. Drawing from the early workshops and focus groups, try to
pull themes upon which to act. For example, long-term employee
parking may be a source of frustration for employees, business
owners, as well as customers. Work with local employers to help find
parking solutions for employees, to encourage alternative modes of
transportation and carpooling, and to hear their ideas for solutions.
Reach out to stakeholders and the public; listen to their ideas and
opinions before any changes are implemented. These activities
should improve the outcome and the satisfaction of those who are
impacted. Parking is a controversial subject and can elicit passionate
responses from the public; while pricing strategies are far more
effective at reducing demand, it may be more appropriate for smaller
communities to begin managing parking before introducing pricing.
A clear set of goals for the community can help guide the discussion.
Some sample goals include: better integrating land use and
housing, encourage alternatives to solo-driving, support economic
development, encourage infill development, optimize the use of
prime real estate.

Communities with limited or unsafe alternatives to driving should
develop their pedestrian and bicycling infrastructure while
implementing parking management strategies before attempting
to implement parking pricing. If certain areas or blocks will be
converted to metered parking, there should be options for drivers
who do not want to pay. This may include free remote parking lots,
safe bicycling networks, improved pedestrian streetscapes and
paths, or public transit. Some municipalities subsidize a parking
garage while charging for more convenient on-street parking, using
the meter revenue to help pay for the garage.

Photo : Dan Burden, www.completestreets.org
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Non-Pricing Strategies
Parking management strategies can promote efficient use of
existing parking. Parking management techniques are utilized in
reforming municipal ordinances to reduce parking requirements
for new development, which are typically designed to accommodate
rare peak demand occurring perhaps once a year, (i.e. major
sporting event, “Black Friday” holiday shopping) in an auto-only
environment. Most parking management projects utilize a variety
of strategies, employing each as needed to best address the unique
context of the municipality. Flexible policies allow for parking
strategies to adjust to the changing needs of a community.

REDUCE / ELIMINATE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
Traditional parking requirements specify a minimum number
of spaces to be provided for each land use. Applying economic
principles of supply and demand to parking would result in the
elimination of minimum parking requirements, allowing the market
to determine appropriate levels of supply. Given the high cost of
providing parking, developers have an incentive to build what they
consider to be the minimum amount needed to satisfy customers.
Eliminating minimum parking requirements can also provide
opportunities for small businesses who could not afford to build
the amount of parking that was previously required. The City of
Elmhurst eliminated parking requirements for their downtown
twenty years ago and has pursued a variety of strategies to manage
the parking supply and create a pedestrian-friendly core.
Existing parking minimums are often based on the idea that more
parking is better. The assumption is that without enough parking,
motorists will “cruise for parking” in nearby neighborhoods, causing
unwanted congestion. Most local governments and developers
want to avoid such outcomes. Unfortunately, the data used to set
minimum parking requirements is limited and often irrelevant.
To set requirements, most cities use the Institute of Transportation
Engineers’ (ITE) Parking Generation handbook to set requirements
or look to see what their neighbors have done, often without
conducting a parking survey. The majority of the data in the first
three editions of Parking Generation is from the 1980s; the 1st and
2nd editions use data averaging the maximum observed demand in
“isolated, suburban sites,”5 and the 3rd edition only begins to factor
in variables that would affect parking such as time of day, access to
transit, or walkability of a site. Therefore, a parking survey provides
a much more reliable measure of area-specific parking needs.

“If your community is not ready
to drop minimum parking
requirements altogether, other
options include establishing
flexible parking requirements,
allowing shared parking, setting
parking maximums in addition
to minimums, and allowing
spaces to be held in landscaped
reserves.”
– Boston Metropolitan Area
Planning Council
infrastructure can greatly reduce parking needs, and the
ITE handbook does not yet consider such variation between
communities, although they are reportedly working to address this
problem.
The 3rd and 4th editions have a broader base of data to draw from,
but should still be used with caution and mainly to supplement
area-specific research. For example, the land use “billiard hall”
lists a parking supply ratio of 6.9 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. GFA and
3.0 vehicles per billiard table.6 This is based upon a single hour of
observation on a weekday in a suburban town in New Jersey in 1990.
This data would have little relevance to a billiard hall in a walkable,
transit-friendly neighborhood.
The quantity of parking provided is almost always determined by
municipal ordinance or zoning code. Most US developers surveyed
by Kuzmyak et al. (2003) reported that they would reduce the
amount of parking if they could get a higher return on investment
via more development, or if incentives or bonuses were offered.7 For
most municipalities in northeastern Illinois, reducing or eliminating
parking minimums would help to bring parking levels closer to the
actual demand. In some cases, the use of parking maximums may be
needed to avoid over-saturation of parking supply.

The existence of transit and/or provision of biking and walking

5

Parking Generation, 3rd edition.

6

Parking Generation, 4th edition..
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7 Kuzmyak, Richard J., Rachel Weinberger, Richard H. Pratt and Herbert Levinson. 2003.Parking
Management and Supply: TCRP Report 95, Chapter 18. Washington, DC: Transportation Research
Board. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_95c18.pdf
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In San Francisco and other large cities, the municipal code limits
the amount of parking that a developer can provide, so as to prevent
induced demand for driving in congested areas with extensive
public transportation. Where parking maximums are considered,
some developers worry about the “marketability” of a building if its
parking supply is restricted. The authors of an RTA study concluded
that municipalities would see short-term fiscal benefit only if
reduced parking led developers to construct more buildings. In the
longer-term, reduced excess parking supply could help to raise land
values, which would be to the municipality’s benefit.8 In the Village
of Plainfield, they have established a “Downtown Parking Zone”
(DPZ) to support a pedestrian-friendly environment “and ensure
New parking garage at the University of Chicago. Photo : Steven Vance , www.stevenvance.net
robust economic activity for commercial establishments in the
area;” the parking requirements for commercial establishments in
the DPZ are converted into maximum parking limits.
Parking “spillover” problems from high school drivers are also
common. A municipality can allow residents to rent out their
INSTITUTIONAL PARKING
driveways, offer residential permit programs, and / or create a
High schools and colleges with parking problems may charge for
residential parking benefit district. In a residential parking benefit
student parking while providing bicycle amenities and ensuring safe district, non-residents pay to park in resident permit parking areas
connections to the school for biking and walking. Elmhurst College during school hours, and the money is used for street improvements
has a program to reduce parking demand and encourage cycling;
at the discretion of residents. Opening their street to non-residents
they give a free bicycle, helmet, and lock to any student or faculty
would be unpopular with residents who would see an increase in
member who pledges not to bring a motorized vehicle to campus for traffic and a reduction in on-street parking availability, but would be
a year (with temporary winter permits offered). Many schools have viewed more positively if the funds collected are used specifically
created Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) programs. In Blue Island,
for the neighborhood where the permits are used. The revenue
the SRTS program started with a local resident who wanted to walk generated can be used for increased services for the area in the form
her kids to school, and grew to include a “Walking School Bus” and
of street cleaning, graffiti removal, tree planting, traffic calming
a Friday Night Bike Club. The popularity of the programs helped
measures, sidewalk repair, etc.
the municipality secure funding for bicycle infrastructure and an
education program.

Elmhurst College reduces parking demand by giving away bicycles to those who pledge not to bring a motor vehicle to campus. Photo : Elmhurst College, http://public.elmhurst.edu/bicycleprogram

8

Regional Transportation Authority (Chicago). 1998. Opportunity Costs of Municipal Parking Requirements, Prepared by Fish & Associates, K.T. Analytics, and Vlecides-Schroeder Associates,
Final Report, April. http://rtachicago.com/index.php?Itemid=325
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EMPLOYER INCENTIVES
Within the framework of livability, the goal of employer parking
strategies is to reward people who carpool or take alternative modes
of transportation and discourage or penalize single-occupant
drivers, with the use of incentives and disincentives. Employers who
promote alternative transportation reduce the overall demand for
parking, yet many employers may not be aware of commuter benefit
options available to them.
Since the largest peak-period demand for parking comes from hometo-work trips, and a majority of commuters drive to work alone,
employer parking management strategies can be very successful
at reducing overall vehicle miles traveled (VMT). To reduce the
amount of employees that add to congestion on roadways during
peak hours, some employers may allow employees to arrive at
flexible hours, telecommute, or work alternative schedules. Similar
to other strategies discussed in this paper, these employer programs
are most successful when they are multi-faceted. Employers who
are committed to reducing the number of employees arriving in
single-occupant vehicles can provide transit benefits, park-and-ride
passes, shuttle services, and/or preferential carpool spots, while
increasing the costs of parking. For more on this subject, please refer
to the CMAP Transportation Demand Management strategy paper.
In some communities, the municipality may be one of the largest
local employers. A municipality can manage its own parking, and
reward workers who use alternative modes. Municipal assistance to
employers in their mode-shift goals can also include the provision
of bicycle maps, explanation of commuter benefits, safety training,
bike-to-work challenges, etc. Wilson and Shoup (1990) show that
the greatest reduction in single-occupant drivers is seen when
employers stop subsidizing “free” parking for employees while
implementing other incentives. If employers offer incentives to
use other modes and continue to subsidize parking, it is difficult
or impossible to reduce the number of single-occupant drivers;9
if employers continue to provide free parking, there will always
be a high demand for it. This has an influence on the development
of municipal zoning laws and codes, which will in turn require
excessive parking spaces. Making changes to local zoning
requirements should be coordinated with an effort to reduce
employer-subsidized parking. Studies have found that with the way
parking is subsidized and the “effects of tax law,” parking subsidies
tend to benefit higher income groups.10 Reducing subsidies for
parking and shifting the subsides to alternative modes provides a
more equitable balance.

9 Wilson, Richard and Donald C. Shoup. 1990. “Parking Subsidies and Travel Choices: Assessing the
Evidence.” Transportation, 17: 141-157. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Netherlands.
10

Ibid, 1990.

11 Kuzmyak, Richard J., Rachel Weinberger, Richard H. Pratt and Herbert Levinson. 2003. Parking
Management and Supply: TCRP Report 95, Chapter 18. Washington, DC: Transportation Research
Board. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_95c18.pdf
12 Litman, Todd. 2006. Parking Management: Strategies, Evaluation and Planning. Summary of
Parking Management Best Practices. Chicago: APA Planners Press. http://www.vtpi.org/park_man.
pdf
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There are various programs that offer financial incentives to
commuters for reducing their automobile trips. Examples of
programs include:
• Parking cash-out where commuters using subsidized parking
can choose cash instead; in places with nearby parking options,
employers may need to do some “policing” of employees to ensure
that they do not take money offered in cash-out programs and
continue to drive, finding on-street parking and/or other available
commercial parking.11
• Transit benefits provide commuters with a subsidized transit
pass
• Universal transit passes give bulk discounts for transit passes
• Discounted or preferential parking for rideshare vehicles.12
With “parking cash-out,” there is an incentive not to drive – cash –
but no punishment for those who continue to drive. California law
requires many employers to offer this option and in before-and-after
studies, parking cash out reduced driving to work by 11 percent.13
In an analysis of eight parking cash-out programs in California, the
programs were shown to help reduce commuter parking demand,
solo driving, and vehicle miles traveled by 11, 17 and 12 percent,
respectively.14 Federal tax law allows for parking cash out (the cash
is a taxable benefit, while the parking space remains tax exempt), so
employers nationwide can take advantage of it.15 Parking cash out
can also save employers money, particularly in the case of employers
who lease their parking. With fewer employees driving, there is less
need for parking spaces.
In addition to financial incentives to discourage solo-driving to
work, there is also a need to provide facilities for biking and walking.
Areas with safe and established bicycling infrastructure and
convenient bicycle racks have an easier time promoting bicycling as
an alternative transportation mode. There are additional steps that
employers can take to further encourage cycling. In the northwest
community of Rosemont, Christopher B. Burke Engineering pays
bicyclists per mile ridden to work and provides shower facilities,
among other incentives. The Village of Arlington Heights runs
a Bicycle to Work program and encourages local businesses to
consider adopting similar programs.

13 Shoup, Donald. “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press, Chicago,
IL: 2005.
14 Shoup, Donald. “Evaluating the Effects of Cashing Out Employer-Paid Parking: Eight Case
Studies.” Transport Policy, Vol. 4, No. 4, October 1997, pp. 201-216.
15 USEPA - Office of Air and Radiation. 2005. Parking Cash Out: Implementing Commuter Benefits
as One of the Nation’s Best Workplaces for Commuters. Washington, DC: US Environmental
Protection Agency.
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SHARED PARKING

Shared parking works in any number of situations, and a
methodology has been developed for analyzing how many
spaces need to be built to fit the needs of a particular mix of uses.
Shared parking is often coupled with many of the other parking
management strategies discussed in this paper, such as pricing,
overflow parking, and reserved parking. The other strategies are
often necessary to ensure successful implementation of shared
parking. For example, Arlington Heights promotes and manages
shared parking in public garages and encourages developers to
provide shared parking in mixed-use developments.

Shared parking is defined as “the use of a parking space to serve two
or more individual land uses without conflict or encroachment.”16
This practice is often found where parking (usually in garages) is
not necessarily tied to a particular building and its uses, but can be
used by anyone visiting any of the nearby buildings. Most commonly,
it is found in downtowns and larger activity centers, but it can
also be a vital component in good mixed-use or transit-oriented
developments, or anywhere that livability is a goal. The pedestrian
environment of a site often benefits greatly from shared parking.
The key to shared parking is a mix of uses that require parking at
different times of the day, or different days of the week. For example,
an office building in the same development as a movie theater or
other entertainment venue would be a good candidate for shared
parking. The peak parking demand for office workers will be from
8 to 5, Monday through Friday. Movie goers, on the other hand, will
be looking for parking in the evening and on the weekends, when
the office workers are not there. Instead of building one parking
lot for the office building and another one for the movie theater,
the two uses can share a lot. Fewer parking spaces can free up land
for other development or for more landscaping and pedestrian
amenities. Metra has had great success in developing agreements
with churches to share parking with commuters. Shared parking can
also encourage people to park once and walk between destinations
served by the same parking facility, instead of driving between uses
that would otherwise each have their own surface lot.

Not all municipal parking
requirements allow for shared
parking.
Communities hoping to encourage livable downtown centers
should develop more flexible parking standards. For communities
and developers alike who are interested in shared parking, the
Urban Land Institute’s Shared Parking methodology (2005) has
been recognized by the Institute of Transportation Engineers
and is a valuable resource for those considering this type of
parking management. Additionally, Stein Engineering developed
a Shared Parking Ordinance for Portland Metro in the late 1990s,
which continues to be highly regarded and is available online (See
Apppendix).
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This graph shows the demand for parking by time of day, which varies for different uses. By sharing parking between uses with different peak demand periods, the
total parking necessary is significantly reduced. (Image courtesy of Nelson / Nygaard, 2011)
16 Smith, Mary. 2005. “Shared Parking, Second Edition.” Washington, D.C.: ULI-the Urban Land Institute and the International Council of Shopping Centers. Transportation Authority of Marin, TPLUS TOD/
PeD Toolkit. http://www.tam.ca.gov/index.aspx?page=293
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ON-STREET RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD PARKING

PERIPHERAL PARKING LOTS

Similar to neighborhoods adjacent to schools, residential
neighborhoods near downtown districts with high parking demand
may also experience “spillover” problems. This demand can be
managed with parking permits for residents. Overly restrictive
regulations in residential areas can, however, lead to increased
public and private parking development costs, which can prevent
transit-oriented and traditional neighborhood development. Local
authorities should evaluate neighborhoods on a block-by-block
basis, balancing the residential parking demand with employee and/
or customer access, while considering the development goals of
the municipality. Perhaps the most well-known residential parking
permit areas are adjacent to Wrigley Field in Chicago, but many
other communities in the region also have permit programs – like
Evanston, Wilmette, and Joliet.

Parking lots placed outside of the central business district are called
peripheral parking. When located within 1/2 mile of the activity
center, many users will walk to their final destination. The primary
goal of peripheral lots is to divert traffic from the central business
district (CBD) or major destinations where traffic bottlenecks
might occur, or where parking resources may be limited. Unlike
other parking management strategies, the use of peripheral parking
might change where people drive, but it is generally not an attempt
to influence the mode choice or travel behavior of the driver, and is
only relevant to larger communities, communities with a commuter
population arriving at the station by car, or to accommodate longterm employee parking.

In areas of high parking demand, exploring the possibilities for
shared on-street parking should be a goal. Neighborhoods with
residential permits often have many under-used spaces during
the day – a problem that Shoup considers to be the result of an
overreaction to parking spillover problems.17 Alternatively, he
suggests creating a market for curb parking, using residential
parking benefit districts, and allowing residents to continue to park
free but charge a fee to non-residents high enough to maintain 15
percent vacancy. The revenue would be returned directly to the
residents in the form of street improvements. While not a Parking
Benefit District, the Village of Oak Park does maintain a “parking
clearinghouse” and allows residents to list private spaces for rent
through the municipal Parking Services list.

UNBUNDLE PARKING
Most residential parking is provided as an inseparable part of
housing cost whether rented or purchased, ultimately making
housing more expensive, especially for those who own fewer cars
and do not use as much parking. Separating the cost of parking
from the cost of the housing “is an essential first step towards
getting people to understand the economic cost of parking.” 18
When developers or landlords separate the cost of parking, it gives a
discount to households with fewer cars, and an economic incentive
for people to opt out of parking and make alternative travel decisions.
It is a strategy that brings the cost of parking to light without
penalizing drivers.
This strategy is not common in northeastern Illinois, but would
work well in downtown areas with good pedestrian and bicycling
infrastructure, as well as car-sharing vehicles. With these
characteristics, a municipality could lower the minimum parking
requirements for developments that sell or lease parking separately
from rents.

17 Shoup, Donald. “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press, Chicago,
IL: 2005.
18 Metropolitan Transportation Commission “Reforming Parking Policies to Support Smart Growth”
Toolbox. See Appendix for more information.

Critics argue that peripheral parking can convert transit commuters
to drivers or reduce usage of park-and-ride facilities further from
the destination. When given the choice, few developers will trade
peripheral parking for less on-site parking and so the peripheral
parking may not greatly reduce the amount of CBD parking. Some
communities have used peripheral lots with limited success;
the failure is usually attributed to “insufficient user cost savings
to justify the loss in time or convenience relative to core area
parking.”19 Peripheral lots can, however, foster carpooling if spaces
in the CBD are reserved for carpools while others are shifted to the
peripheral lots. Peripheral lots could also be provided free of charge
in conjunction with the implementation of metered parking in the
core downtown area.

NARROWED STREETS WITH BACK-IN ANGLED PARKING
On-street parking is the most convenient and desirable parking,
especially for customers, and creates a buffer between moving
traffic and pedestrians. Of the different types of parking, back-in
angled parking (also called head-out or reverse-angled parking)
is most preferable. It is easier than parallel parking, creates more
spaces along the curb, and it’s safer for all users. When returning to
the car and driving away, the driver can access the trunk from the
sidewalk, and has a better line of sight for oncoming traffic, which
especially improves safety for bicyclists. Additionally, back-in angled
parking calms traffic speeds, making the street safer for pedestrians.
Since back-in angled parking is unfamiliar to many drivers, a public
education campaign can help people figure out how to maneuver the
new system. Some residential neighborhoods in Chicago have backin angled parking, often near churches. Back-in angled parking is
recommended for lower-traffic streets with less than 9,000 vehicles
per day on one-way streets, and less than 5,000 vehicles per day
on two way streets. Using the extra street space for back-in angled
parking should be weighed against the benefits that could be gained
with the addition of bicycle facilities, like a bike lane or cycle track.

19 Kuzmyak, Richard J., Rachel Weinberger, Richard H. Pratt and Herbert Levinson. 2003.Parking
Management and Supply: TCRP Report 95, Chapter 18. Washington, DC: Transportation Research
Board. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_95c18.pdf
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These images compare conventional development with a park-once district, in which shared parking areas reduce the total land
area, amount of parking, and the associated traffic (Image courtesy of Nelson / Nygaard, 2011). Similarly, the president of the
Congress for the New Urbanism and Milwaukee’s former mayor, John Norquist, has argued for modeling our transit stations
after ski resorts “designed for hotel patrons and parkers to walk through a gauntlet of retail going to and returning from the ski
slopes.”
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PARK-AND-RIDE
Park-and-ride facilities are parking lots near bus or rail stops that
allow travelers to transfer from automobile to transit. Providing
access to transit stations for drivers is more expensive than
accommodating other modes, but is still an important part of our
regional transportation system, currently used by 60 percent of
Metra riders.20 On one hand, they can increase the effectiveness of
transit systems and help reduce the need for parking in the Chicago
central business district, and on the other hand they provide storage
for vehicles when transit-oriented development around the station
could accomplish the same task while providing tax revenue for the
municipality.
With the increasing popularity of transit-oriented development
(TOD), the place of the park-and-ride in a transit system is
changing. In 2011, the Regional Transportation Authority published
a report called “Access & Parking Strategies for Transit-Oriented
Development,” which includes guidelines to redevelop Metra
commuter parking lots to accommodate alternative modes, create
a TOD, and manage parking demand. Park-and-ride facilities are
typically located with as much convenience as possible to the transit
station in order to make using the facilities more attractive. The land
close to a rail station is, however, the prime location for the higher
density, mixed-use buildings that characterize TOD. TODs help to
balance pedestrian and automobile needs. For example, instead of
surface lots, parking could be in garage structures that incorporate
other uses on the ground floor. Shared parking strategies (discussed
earlier) can be an important tool to make parking work in a TOD.
If a parking garage is built in a TOD, a portion of the spaces can be
allocated to, or shared with, transit commuters. The structure would
ideally contain a mix of uses, such as retail and office on lower levels.
Also, not every train station will have transit-oriented development,
and these locations may be more appropriate for park-and-ride lots.
In terms of the region’s parking supply, park-and-ride lots can be
considered a substitute for long-term parking in the Chicago central
business district (CBD). By allowing commuters to park their cars
further out and take transit in, there is less need for parking in the
CBD. Park-and-ride lots thus promote a more efficient use of land
in the region, because less of the valuable land in the CBD needs to
be devoted to parking, which is a relatively unproductive use. In
the Village of Plainfield, the park-and-ride lot adjacent to the Village
Hall provides commuters with easy access to two express Pace bus
routes that go to downtown Chicago and are able to bypass traffic
jams using the widened shoulder on I-55.
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Park-and-ride lots reduce highway demand at peak commute
periods and provide good opportunities for shared parking
because their demand is consistent; they are most heavily used by
commuters and can be shared with churches, dining venues, or
other evening entertainment.
The parking charges at park-and-ride lots are not meant to manage
the parking supply at these facilities. They typically cover some or
all of the operations and maintenance costs, but in order to make
park-and-rides effective, the cost to park and take transit must
be less (often substantially so) than the cost to drive and park
downtown. If a fee is charged, it is preferable to have a system that
charges the user for each time he or she uses it so that there is an
incentive to supplement travel with other modes, if possible. If a
driver knows that riding a bicycle will save her a few dollars and the
weather is nice, there is an incentive not to drive. Many communities
in the CMAP region have easy bicycle access to Metra stations; and
communities such as Schaumburg promote bicycling to the station
by providing bike lockers for rent. More recent safety concerns
around lockers have been addressed by permitting the lockers,
rather than allowing full public access.
Managing commuter parking is a complex endeavor and this
paper does not fully address the topic. Some municipalities have
commuter lots in the heart of their downtown, and when lots are
full, the commuter demand can spillover into neighboring areas and
compete with customer parking spaces. A community interested
in addressing current and future commuter parking needs should
consult with Metra and / or Pace. Metra prepares 30-year ridership
projections for existing stations based on current station ridership,
CMAP household forecasts, parking capacity and utilization, and
translates the data into future parking needs.
Metra also looks for opportunities to partner with municipalities
or other entities to provide funding to support parking, pending
availability of funds and demand. For example, in 2007, Metra
worked with the City of Geneva to provide some funding for a
parking deck near their station, and to help them to secure funding
from the State of Illinois for the installation of a third level in 2012.
Metra’s guidelines regarding replacement parking, lot ownership/
maintenance, and location of commuter lots are identified in RTA’s
Access & Parking Strategies for TOD (See Appendix).

Regional Transportation Authority (Chicago). 1998. Opportunity Costs of Municipal Parking Requirements, Prepared by Fish & Associates, K.T. Analytics, and Vlecides-Schroeder Associates, Final
Report, April. http://rtachicago.com/index.php?Itemid=325
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Pricing Strategies

If your community is investigating parking pricing for some or all
of your downtown parking, it may be easier to start small, focus
on the most congested block, and work outward from there as
people become adjusted to the changes. It is important to be
transparent about costs and revenues. Making the costs clear
and understandable to residents will help explain the need for
pricing. Often nervous about negative impacts, local businesses
will be concerned that paid parking will scare away potential
customers. Many businesses have come to see the positive impacts
that pricing can have on turnover, and changed their opinions. A
local business owner in Oak Park went from being one of the most
outspoken opponents to parking price increases in 2008, to saying
at a public meeting in 2011 that the parking price increase was “the
best thing the municipality had ever done.” Businesses can pay for
a validation program, or even better, they can have a say in how the
meter revenue is spent on the street in front of their store. They
can decide if the revenues from parking will be used to improve the
streetscape, to pay for a parking structure, or to develop “Complete
Streets.” Experimentations and pilot programs along one block at
a time can help ease the adjustment, but rate changes should not
be implemented or removed too quickly as there will be an initial
adjustment period.

Parking management without right-price parking will only take
a municipality so far, because the provision of free parking is an
incentive to drive and the number of drivers and cars continues to
increase. As parking demand increases, the municipality will need
to determine if it will increase parking supply at a high cost, address
illegal parking with increased enforcement measures and penalties,
or implement market-based parking pricing. Considering the costeffectiveness of pricing, the goal for parking management intended
to create livable communities should be a downtown parking
strategy that limits and centralizes the amount of off-street parking,
prices on-street parking appropriately, and incentivizes alternative
modes. Financial instruments can be used to modify the price of
parking to reflect its true market value, either by directly regulating
prices or by imposing taxes and fees.
When given the choice, drivers prefer free parking. But the parking is
not really free and is paid for by all consumers in the form of higher
taxes and retail prices, as well as reduced wages and benefits. The
idea behind market-based pricing is to have users pay much or all
of the cost of parking, resulting in reduced demand and congestion.
Providing safe, convenient alternatives to solo driving is important
when imposing pricing mechanisms.
An important lesson from San Francisco’s parking manager, Jay
Primus, is to focus on availability and not on turnover.21 If the
goal is to improve the economic vitality of an area with the help
of market-based pricing, the municipality should determine the
lowest possible price that leaves one or two spaces vacant per block.
Parking availability reduces traffic congestion associated with the
search for parking and improves access to the stores and businesses
where customers want to go. The goals for parking pricing should
never be tied to revenue collection, but to creating parking
availability.
Municipal planners should try to understand, through public
outreach, what frustrates different groups most about various
pricing mechanisms. Some people never carry enough coins or cash
and need machines that accept credit cards. Some people may not
want to walk half a block to pay and half a block back to put a ticket in
their car. Some people forget to track the time and often get tickets;
others find pay machines overly complicated. There are various
technologies coming online to address these concerns. For example,
if meters were equipped with Quick Response (QR) codes read by
smart phones, a user could access an app to pay, receive notices of
time expiration, and “feed the meter” remotely. These technologies
facilitate user acceptance of parking pricing by making it easier for
them to pay for parking and less likely that they will receive a ticket.

21

FHWA Parking Webinar, 2-23-12.

22 European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST). 2006. Parking Policy Measures and
Their Effects on Mobility and the Economy. Technical Committee on Transport August, 2006. http://
www.transportlearning.net/docs/COST%20Action%20342%20final%20report%20veilig.pdf
23 Ibid, 2006.

As parking demand increases,
the municipality will need to
determine if they will increase
parking supply at a high cost,
increase enforcement measures
and penalties, or implement
market-based pricing.
The most important factors in attracting customers are quality of
the environment, the range of goods and services offered, and the
overall accessibility.22 Concerns about the economic impacts of
parking pricing are important to confront. Some areas offer “first 30
minutes free” or similar parking discounts, but with limited success.
It has been found that, instead of an increase in customers, this is
more likely to result in increased traffic movement and increased
municipal costs. 23 As far back as 1935, in Oklahoma City, businesses
on non-metered streets advertised free parking for a short time
and then abandoned that strategy when occupied spots prevented
customers from finding parking.24 In Boise, ID meters with a button
that give a customer 20 free minutes were installed. This was done
to increase public acceptance of the new meters. In that case, a
driver that is just stopping to pick up a coffee or dry cleaning pushes
the button, does the errand, and leaves without having to pay. The
button can only be pressed once, but there is obvious potential for
abuse.
24 Oklahoma Historical Society. 2007. Oklahoma Journeys, April 7, 2007. http://www.okhistory.
org/okjourneys/parkingmeter.html
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At the same time, policies that restrict parking too severely can
adversely affect the economic vitality of a business district just
as lenient policies can. It is a matter of finding the right balance
between supply and demand, with price playing a crucial role.
When parking is free or underpriced and there is a high demand
for it, it becomes hard to find, and once you have it, you are
reluctant to give it up. Eighty-five percent occupancy ensures that
one or two spaces per block will be available, so drivers no longer
need to “cruise for parking.” If occupancy levels are lower, the
prices are too high and should be lowered or free; if occupancy
levels are higher, the prices are too low and should go up.
From an economic perspective, free parking is inefficient when
parking is scarce. The demand for parking is a downward sloping
curve, meaning that the driver with the most urgent need (red car)
is prepared to pay more to park, while the driver with the least
urgent need (green car) will only park for free.
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When it comes to the politics of parking, planners and local elected
officials typically “weigh the interests of voters (who want free
parking and no spillover) against the interests of developers (who
must pay for the required spaces),” yet both of these considerations
are short-term, and fail to consider how the provision of parking
will affect traffic, walkability, air pollution, and costs of goods.26 To
best address our parking problems, we must trade in our engineer
hats for economist hats. Increasing the supply of parking without
applying a price is very expensive for everyone except the driver.
Additionally, constructing more parking does not reduce the
perception of parking shortages when on-street parking remains
free. On-street parking is more desirable because it provides closer
access to the shops and restaurants and is perceived as safer. If
on-street parking is free, there is an incentive to drive in circles
until locating a space – and once in a space, there is little incentive
to move. When there are time restrictions, a driver who needs to be
downtown longer than the time limit is forced to move the car, or
“shuffle.” This adds to congestion and the perception of a parking
shortage.
Options for advanced technology must be used to make the
experience of paying for parking less painful, and can reduce the
need for additional physical infrastructure. Pre-paid parking cards,
in-car parking meters, mobile phone and GPS technology, barcode
scanners / QR codes on meters are all options. Public input and
funding will help determine the best choices for each community.
See discussion of enforcement in Step 4 for more on this topic.

The area under the demand curve (blue line above) represents
consumer surplus when parking is free. Drivers who would be willing
to pay for a prime parking spot are not able to do so where supply is
limited, and this results in maximum utilization of the spaces. When
parking spaces are scarce and there is high demand, the consumer
surplus is reduced and its distribution is insensitive to the differing
needs of drivers.25 Those with less urgent needs (employees) will
remain in spaces that drivers with urgent needs (customers) would
be willing to pay for. The time spent searching for parking becomes
a dead weight loss to the economy, and destinations in these areas
have less business activity than they would if they had parking
available on-street.

25 For more information: http://flashecon.org/lectures/parking/parking.asp
26 Shoup, Donald. “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press, Chicago,
IL: 2005.

Photo : Dan Burden, www.completestreets.org
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VARIABLE RATES / DYNAMIC PRICING

PERFORMANCE-BASED PARKING PRICING & PROGRESSIVE
PARKING PRICING

Like other parking management strategies, municipalities can apply
variable rates to parking to influence traveler mode choice, time
and amount of travel, and shift drivers from a congested location.
It is important to carefully select the locations for variable pricing
to avoid negative impacts. A parking price that is set too high may
shift drivers to other locations, rather than to alternative modes.
The goal is typically to reduce parking congestion without reducing
the number of people who travel to a location. Balancing the
characteristics of the site with parking programs, incentives, and
pricing is crucial to achieving that goal.
Variable pricing seeks to apply a free market-inspired pricing system
to more efficiently allocate parking supply, with higher prices
charged at times and locations of peak demand. Variable pricing
promises both effective congestion mitigation and the ability to raise
considerable sums for local governments. Cities like Los Angeles
and San Diego are following San Francisco’s lead and are tracking
parking demand with in-ground sensors to determine parking price
adjustments needed to maintain appropriate levels of vacancy.
Keeping on-street parking spaces available for short-term use
should be a high priority, as they are the most convenient type of
parking for potential customers. If on-street commercial parking is
not managed or priced, commuters, employees and spillover parkers
avoiding fees will use the parking spaces and the desired patrons
will not have a place to park. A municipality should set the lowest
price so that there will always be some vacancy, but not so high as
to send business to other locations. Todd Litman, of the Victoria
Transport Policy Institute, recommends that prime spaces suitable
for short-term use be at least twice as expensive per unit of time as
less-convenient spaces suitable for longer-term uses.27 Prices and
restrictions could vary by block, time-of-day, and day-of-week.
The Albany Parking Authority removed time limits in high-demand
areas and implemented pricing that increases after two hours.
Rather than paying $1.25 per hour at meters with 2 hour limits, the
hourly price increases by $.25 per hour for the 3rd through 10th
hour for a total daily price of $21.50. Data shows that 15 to 20 percent
of the customers stay more than 2 hours, average length of stay is
slightly over 1 hour, and over 50 percent of the revenue comes from
“long-stay” customers. 28 Turnover is created by economic forces
based on individual choice in the marketplace, parking revenue is
increased, and customers appreciate the added flexibility to stay
longer. Payment by credit card is generally selected by customers
when parked for more than two hours.
Managing parking in commercial areas typically involves “setting
peak hour, daytime, or 24-hour parking restrictions; establishing
parking time limits, and installing parking meters.” The most
important factor influencing the behavior of single-occupant
drivers is parking cost to user, not supply; there is also a less intense
relationship for maximum time limits.29
27 Litman, Todd. 2008. Parking Pricing: Direct Charges for Using Parking Facilities. TDM
Encyclopedia, Victoria Transport Policy Institute. http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm26.htm

Pricing fees should be designed to create one or two available
spaces per block. Shoup compares underpriced on-street parking
to rent-controlled apartments: “they are hard to find, and once you
find a space you’d be crazy to give it up.” 30 Since these spaces are so
hard to find (and desirable), people end up spending excessive time
“cruising” for a spot. 31 This leads to congestion and pollution, as
well as increased travel times. It is estimated that almost 1/3 of traffic
in downtown New York consists of people searching for a parking
space. While traffic in our suburban downtowns is not as severe as
New York City, “cruising for parking” still contributes to congestion.
With occupancy rates and existing supply information, varying
zones of demand can be established. This would be a flexible
designation that could change with business openings and closings,
as well as any new construction. Typically, a downtown’s “main
street” will have the highest demand for parking. These zones of
demand will be used by the community to institute parking pricing
to reach the desired occupancy rates. In 2010, San Francisco
launched the federally –funded pilot program SFpark.org to test the
idea of flexible pricing. The video for the project explains how rates
are adjusted to achieve the 85 percent occupancy levels, and how
that reduces traffic congestion. 32
In high activity areas with strong parking demand, prices can be
set to encourage turnover with “progressive pricing.” The price
for a parking space would be progressively higher per hour in high
activity areas (for example, $1 for the first hour, $2 for the next
hour, $5 for each hour following). If parking is priced to encourage
short-term parking, some travelers would reduce the amount of
time spent at a location and many long-term parkers and commuters
would go directly to a garage or remote lot. This would encourage
turnover of spaces, but is less likely to affect congestion goals than
“performance-based pricing,” because it does not influence when
people park.
Sometimes, the most effective pricing strategy is simply to
coordinate the on-street and off-street parking prices, so that there
is an incentive to go directly to a parking garage or lot, rather than
cruise for an on-street space that may be underpriced. Evanston is
able to do this effectively, since they own more than 80 percent of
the parking supply in the downtown area. This also helps to provide
spaces for short-term customer parking.

28 Michael Klein, Executive Director, Albany Parking Authority. Email message to author, April 2012.
29 Kuzmyak, Richard J., Rachel Weinberger, Richard H. Pratt and Herbert Levinson. 2003.Parking
Management and Supply: TCRP Report 95, Chapter 18. Washington, DC: Transportation Research
Board. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/Onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_95c18.pdf
30 Donald Shoup, “Cruising for Parking,” Access, No. 30, Spring 2007, pp.16-22.
31 Ibid, 2007.
32 See SFpark video: http://vimeo.com/13867453
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Sometimes, the most effective pricing strategy is simply to coordinate
the on-street and off-street parking prices, so that there is an incentive
to go directly to a parking garage or lot, rather than cruise for
an on-street space that may be underpriced.

Downtown Woodstock. Photo by: Eric Rogers, http://flic.kr/p/6F7BXj
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PARKING BENEFIT DISTRICTS
An integrated parking management strategy can be used to increase
the attractiveness of a retail center by reinvesting the parking
revenue into street improvements. Many communities in the U.S.
have established Parking Management Authorities (PMAs) to help
set prices in Parking Benefit Districts and determine how parking
revenue is spent. The PMAs are usually comprised of local leaders,
business owners, and residents. A Parking Benefit District is a way
for a city or town to return all or some parking revenue (generated
through parking meters, fines, assessments, and/or taxes) to an
area for improvements and/or beautification projects in the district.
Returning parking money directly to the community often improves
the general public’s acceptance of the idea. “Key stakeholders such
as businesses, developers, land owners, residents and government
representatives need to work together to develop goals, objectives
and a plan to create a parking district.” 33 These stakeholders will
also decide where and how funds should be spent.

PARKING STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT LIVABLE COMMUNITIES

The city of Pasadena, CA also used parking management to revitalize
their downtown through a parking benefit district. With agreement
from local merchants, they added parking meters and used the
revenue to pay debt service on a major streetscape overhaul, called
the “Old Pasadena Streetscape and Alleyways Project.” 35 The meter
revenue went toward street furniture, trees, decorative grating for
trees, better lighting, improved policing, more street and sidewalk
cleaning, and marketing (maps, brochures, etc.). Local merchants
actually saw an increase in business as the location became a more
attractive place for customers to shop and spend time in “Old
Pasadena.” Their business increased compared to neighboring
Westwood Village with underpriced meters and no walkability
improvements. The graph below shows the sales tax revenue from
various districts of Pasadena, with the yellow line indicating the year
that meters were installed in Old Pasadena. 36

An improved street environment can attract pedestrians and
bicyclists who add to commercial “foot-traffic” without congesting
the roadways. In the early 1970s, Boulder, CO took the risk of pricing
parking with the idea that a more attractive environment would
entice shoppers regardless of parking pricing. 34 Through the
creation of a Parking Benefit District, parking meter revenues were
used to build centralized parking structures, improve the pedestrian
environment, and create the sense of place that attracts people.
Rather than compete with suburban shopping malls’ free parking,
they worked to enhance the aspects of a small downtown that make
it attractive and lively.
Parking meters by the Glen Ellyn Metra station. Photo: Lindsay Banks, http://flic.kr/p/bnxtMG

33 Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). 2007. Developing Parking Policies to Support
Smart Growth in Local Jurisdictions: Best Practices. Wilbur Smith Associates: http://www.tam.
ca.gov/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=239

34 Weinberger, Rachel, John Kaehny, and Matthew Rufo. 2010. U.S. Parking Policies: An Overview
of Management Strategies. Institute for Transportation and Development Policy, New York.
35 Douglas Kolozsvari and Donald Shoup, “Turning Small Change into Big Changes,” Access, No.
23, Fall 2003, pp. 2-7. Online: www.shoup.bol.ucla.edu/SmallChange.pdf
36 Ibid, 2003.
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Selecting the Right Set of Strategies
The most appropriate parking strategies for each municipality
will depend on their unique characteristics and their vision for the
future. Both the Parking Generation handbook and Metropolitan
Transportation Commission’s (MTC) parking toolbox use 5 “area
types,” ranging from extremely urban to rural, to determine
appropriate strategies. While downtown Chicago falls into the most
urban category, there are neighborhoods in Chicago that would not.
Some planners refer to the “Smart Code Transect,” which provides
a visual cue for the range of development intensity in our nation’s
villages and towns.
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In northeastern Illinois, the most important factors affecting
parking include: the presence or absence of a Metra commuter
station, the presence or absence of bus service and the level of
service offered for each transit mode, population and employment
density of the area, as well as bicycling and walking amenities. If the
parking policies are intended to increase the walkability of an area or
to support increased retail and commerce, they should be designed
around the future vision of the community.
A strategy that might be appropriate for one street could fail
miserably on the next. Applying strategies to “focus areas” is best.
The table below, inspired by MTC’s parking toolbox table, can be
used to evaluate focus areas.

Parking strategies
MOST EFFECTIVE
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE

HIGH-DENSITY,
WALKABLE,
TRANSIT-RICH

NON-PRICING STRATEGIES
Reduced Parking Minimums
Parking Maximums
Employer Incentives
Shared Parking
Residential Permits
Peripheral Parking Lots
Improved Bicycling and
Walking Infrastructure
Real time parking information
Unbundled Parking
Narrow streets with back-in
angled parking
Park-and-ride
PRICING STRATEGIES
Variable Rates / Dynamic Pricing
Performance-based Pricing
Coordinated on-street
and off-street Pricing
Parking Benefit Districts
Source: Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning collected information

LOW-DENSITY,
NO “MAIN STREET,”
NO TRANSIT, PARKING RICH
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Palatine’s Gateway Center is a four-story mixed-use parking deck with street level retail and office space on the upper floors adjacent to the Palatine Metra Station.
Photo by Jim Watkins: http://www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/
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Step Four
Implementation
A municipality undertaking the process of developing parking strategies to
support livable communities begins the process with an idea of community
issues and problems, and a vision for solving them. The vision is refined
with input received from stakeholders; existing conditions are documented
and focus areas are identified. The strategies to address the challenges
within focus areas are developed, and public engagement helps to shape
how they are designed. When a set of tools and strategies has been selected,
it is time to develop an implementation plan.

Parking signage at The Glen, in Glenview. Photo: CMAP Library.
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WRITING THE PLAN

the signage around the parking supply can help direct traffic from
more congested areas to the available parking. Consistent branding
and marketing can make it quick and easy to locate parking. A
coordinated, visible branding on municipal handouts, websites, and
maps to match the street signs is a must.

The parking implementation plan should be founded on the results
of the initial parking survey and the community values and goals
for livability and long-term sustainability developed through the
engagement process. This plan will identify the public engagement
efforts, occupancy survey results, strategies identified, and
target zones for improvement. It will also outline a timeline for
implementing the strategies and monitoring results, which can
identify changes that will take effect immediately, within a year
or more, and others that will only be implemented if necessary,
based on success or failure of other strategies. It is important for
communities to develop contingency plans so that they can provide
the minimum spaces, monitor results, and have strategies to provide
more if necessary. The plan should also include measurements of
success that relate back to the original goals for livability, whether it
is reduced congestion, increased walkability, etc.
If parking pricing or strategies that restrict or reduce parking
availability are implemented, there may be an initial negative
result in business activity as people adjust to the changes, and
the municipality should not be quick to undo efforts without
waiting through this period. This may take a couple of months, but
business should return to normal. In the case of parking pricing,
the resulting increase in turnover should even help businesses
and improve customer satisfaction. To keep track of the user
satisfaction, host regular public meetings that can be used to gauge
impacts, understand initial frustrations, and work through any early
problems. Maintain open lines of communication with residents.
The implementation plan should also include ideas for branding
and marketing, identification of enforcement policies and goals, and
strategies for addressing future parking needs. Short-term actions
should have visible results and long-term actions should account for
funding and management of future parking.

Enhancing crosswalks to promote pedestrian safety in Oak Park.

Improved user information at the parking location is also helpful for
ease of use and user satisfaction. New York City’s Mayor Bloomberg
has expressed a desire for “smart meters” that will work with
wireless PDAs or smart phones to help drivers locate vacant spots,
pay the meter, and to receive messages when the meter is about
to expire. 38 Effective signage can improve parking management
by making it easier for drivers to navigate both off-street and onstreet parking facilities. Effective signage for off-street facilities can
include:
• Directional signs at entrances from public streets
• Signs at exit to get back to the street network
• Internal signs to direct parkers to parking for various uses
• Internal signs to direct parkers to available spaces

PARKING SIGNAGE, BRANDING AND MARKETING
Parking operations are often criticized and rarely praised; this
can partly be blamed on inadequate user information and a lack
of understanding by the general public as to how parking systems
work. 37 The former issue can be mitigated by providing maps,
signs, brochures, websites, real-time information, etc. For the latter,
some communities have had success with the publication of an
Annual Parking Report. A report documenting parking inventory,
utilization (or “demand”), anticipated changes in demand or supply,
enforcement issues, and a financial overview of the costs of parking,
can be very informative and help to alleviate or prevent problems.
Oftentimes, it is not a lack of parking that is causing problems, but
the perception of a parking shortage. There may be a decent supply
of under-utilized parking that could be put to better use. Improving
37 Burns, Dennis L. and Melinda Anderson. 2004. “Developing an Annual Parking Report,” in Haahs,
Timothy H., ed. Parking Management – The Next Level, Parking 101 Vol. 2. Fredericksburg, VA:
International Parking Institute.

• Way-finding within the facility so parkers can get back to their car
Instructional signs can also illustrate how to use innovative, safer
on-street parking, such as back-in angled parking. Other signage can
regulate which users can occupy on-street parking (i.e. residential
permits). Automated parking guidance systems (APGS) and
automated parking availability displays (APAD) can inform users of
the number of available spaces in a facility, by level.
The marketing aspect is very important when making changes to the
existing parking management system, and especially when creating
parking benefit districts. If parking revenues are improving the
neighborhood, signage can help show people, and encourage buyin and support for the policies. In Pasadena, CA, the meters have
stickers exclaiming, “Your meter money makes a difference!” and it
lists the improvement projects paid for by meter revenue.

38 Bloomberg, Michael. 2009. “My big parking promises: Mayor Bloomberg serves up a plan for
N.Y.C drivers” in NYDailyNews.com, 9/13/2009. http://bit.ly/5IOACj
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ENFORCEMENT

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARKING STRUCTURES

Parking enforcement should be efficient, considerate, and fair; the
goal is to encourage compliance with existing regulations in order
to maximize the efficiency of public space usage. Consistency of
enforcement helps to maintain a high level of compliance. With
recent changes to their parking management, the City of Tempe,
AZ, decided to change the name of their “Parking Enforcement”
department to “Parking Compliance.” This was representative of the
shift to better customer service and education intended to increase
compliance with parking regulations.

If parking strategies to reduce demand are insufficient and a
municipality is considering construction of additional parking,
cost recovery should be an important decision-factor. The choice
between surface and structured parking is generally driven by land
costs. Where land costs are higher – usually in denser, more urban
environments – it becomes more economical to build up than to
build out. Excluding land costs, parking construction costs in 2012
were estimated to be: 39

If resources for enforcement are limited, only issue tickets two or
three days a week, but shift the days so that drivers do not know
when enforcement will happen. Design enforcement routes so
that a complete circuit coincides with the local time limits, where
applicable. Evening enforcement is a lower priority because traffic
volumes are typically lighter, but in areas with many restaurants and
two-hour time limits, the hours of enforcement should extend until
7 pm to prevent wait staff arriving at 4 pm from parking on-street all
night.
Investments in new technology can improve the efficiency of
collections, reduce challenges, and lead to fewer violations.
Automated license plate scanning machines, photos of violations,
hand-held ticket writers, are all available for enforcement officers.
The handheld devices should also contain police information
regarding stolen vehicles, warrants, “shuffling,” unpaid tickets, etc.
Many communities are using “courtesy tickets” for first-time
violators. These tickets do not have an associated fine; they alert
the driver of his or her violation, direct them to longer-term parking
or free parking, and thank them for visiting downtown. Progressive
fines for repeat offenders are also recommended. Another emerging
marketing strategy is the use of parking “ambassadors.” Typically
identified by bright t-shirts, parking ambassadors are on-hand to
make parking easy; they can direct drivers to off-street parking
or assist with pay machines. A combination of ambassadors and
enforcement can be very effective.
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• $4,000 - $8,000 /space for a surface lot,
• $12,000 - $24,000/space for a stand-alone parking structure,
• $40,000 - $70,000 /space for an automated parking garage, and
• $40,000 - $100,000 /space for an underground parking garage.
Similarly, in 2006, Bier et. al. estimated the following numbers:
$3,000 per space for a surface lot, $20,000 per space for an aboveground parking structure, and $35,000 per space for an underground
parking garage. 40
Automated parking garages can fit more spaces on the same area of
land, with ramps and driving lanes eliminated, and some estimate
their costs to be as low as $25,000 per space. 41 Automated garages
are not common in the United States, but are gaining popularity in
areas with high land costs. Evanston’s Northwestern University
found costs similar to Bier et al’s in 2006, with slightly higher
numbers for surface lots. 42
The annual cost to own and operate a parking space (assuming
a total capacity of 500 spaces) follows a similar hierarchy, and in
2004 ranged from less than $400 for a surface lot space to over
$3,500 for an underground structure space. Structured parking is
recommended for areas with higher land values and high demand
for parking. The construction costs of structured parking per space
diminish with scale, but consideration must be given to the ability
to recover costs through parking fees, as well as the impact to the
character and livability of the community. Factors affecting parking
construction costs are detailed on the International Parking Design
firm’s website. 43

39 Wieners, William, “The Cost of Tomorrow’s Parking…Have you considered this?” Hybrid Parking
Blog, 5 February 2012. http://hybridparkinggarages.com/Hybrid-Parking-Blog/bid/122553/

41 Josh Levin, “The Valet You Don’t Have to Tip,” Slate, 1 April 2004: http://www.slate.com/
articles/arts/gizmos/2004/04/the_valet_you_dont_have_to_tip.html

40 Bier, Leonard, Gerard Giosa, Robert S. Goldsmith, Richard Johnson, and Darius Sollohub.
2006. Parking Matters: Designing, Operating and Financing Structured Parking in Smart Growth
Communities. Airmont, NJ: the Urban Land Institute-Northern New Jersey. http://bit.ly/748MxH

42 Northwestern University Newsletter. 2006. http://www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/
stories/2006/01/parking.html
43 International Parking Design: http://www.ipd-global.com/whats_it_cost/
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Few parking operators (public or private) recover the full costs of
owning and operating the garage because they set parking prices
lower than the full cost of a space or otherwise subsidize the spaces.
One result of these high costs coupled with inadequate revenue
from parking charges is that parking structures are “seldom built
as freestanding commercial ventures.”44 By incorporating other
uses into the parking garage, the rents for those uses will help to pay
for the structure. In a study of eight municipal parking agencies in
the Middle Atlantic and New England states, the annual operating
revenue per space ranged from 26 to 36 percent of the annual cost
per new space. 45 As stated before, it is important to consider the
expected lifetime of a parking garage when making investment
decisions, to estimate renovation costs and build the costs of longterm maintenance and renovations into user fees so that a multimillion dollar improvement does not come as a shock after 30 years.
There are benefits to parking structures over surface parking
lots, despite their higher costs. Contrary to the perception that
building structured parking will increase congestion, “it has been
shown that there is less congestion because people immediately
go to the deck to park, rather than cruise through town looking for
spaces.”46 Clear signage and way-finding are necessary to help
drivers quickly locate structures and park. Additionally, when
on-street parking is appropriately priced, the off-street garages
become more competitive; revenue from on-street parking can
be used to subsidize the garage. In more urban environments,
it may be desirable to have retail space on the ground floor. The
retail can wrap around the base of the garage and improve the local
streetscape. In active areas – such as downtown, near transit, or
in a shopping district – such retail space may be able to draw fairly
high rents. Those rents can then be used to subsidize the building or
maintenance costs of the entire facility. Minimizing interruptions in
the pedestrian network (curb cuts) should also be a goal.

A Union Pacific train passes Geneva’s municipal parking garage. Photo by Jim Watkins:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/

44 Shoup, Donald. “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press, Chicago,
IL: 2005.
45 Herbert Levinson, as cited in Shoup, 2005.
46 How to Handle Parking. 2007. Transit-Friendly Development Newsletter 3 (1). http://policy.
rutgers.edu/vtc/tod/newsletter/vol3-num1/TODParking.html
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PAYING FOR PARKING STRUCTURES
If a new parking structure is desired, it is important first to
determine the trade-offs that your community is willing to make in
order to pay for it, whether through meter revenues from a parking
benefit district, taxes, or a combination of taxes and user fees. As
stated previously, it is also important to consider the lifecycle of a
parking garage and anticipate major renovations and build a fund to
cover necessary repairs.
Constructing parking can be an expensive endeavor. Structured
parking in particular involves significant up-front expenditures.
Moreover, parking fees, where charged, may cover operating costs
and a portion of the capital costs but structured parking rarely pays
for itself in full. Public agencies who construct parking often need
to find sources of financing and revenue beyond their general fund.
Private entities looking to construct parking may partner with public
agencies to take advantage of financing mechanisms and lower
interest rates available only to public entities. 47

BONDING AND DEBT
Taking on some form of debt is a common way for public (and
private) entities to fund the construction of a parking facility. Bonds
often offer the lowest interest rates of any public financing method.
Bonds issued by public or non-profit organizations to construct
public facilities are usually tax-exempt, which helps lower their
interest rate. Two major considerations for bonds are the identity
of the issuer and how they will be paid back. Among public entities,
municipalities and other units of local government with taxing
authority (i.e. schools, park districts, and other authorities) have the
power to issue bonds.
The best rates are for general obligation bonds, which are issued by
municipalities and paid back through their general fund. Parking
facilities are one of many reasons to issue bonds; and other purposes
may take priority when issuing bonds. Revenue bonds are typically
backed by the anticipated revenue from the project, but could also
be backed by the proceeds from a special-purpose district such as
a Tax Increment Financing (TIF), Special Services Area (SSA), a
Business District (BD), or a specific revenue source such as a sales
tax. To use these bonds, however, one needs to show that there is a
stable source of revenue to pay back the bond; this may be demand
for priced parking, sales taxes, or property taxes, etc. Depending on
the project and the local parking system, there may be other sources
of parking revenues to cover the debt service. Other sources might
include parking meters or parking fine revenue from on-street
spaces or other lots; rent from ground-floor retail around the facility
(if built); and air right or ground leases.48 Using bonding and debt
can be complicated, and for joint development, municipalities or
transit agencies also have to own the land for this to work.
47 Baron, Philip J. and John W. Dorsett. 2004. “Parking Facility Economics and Approaches to
Financing,” in Haahs, Timothy H., ed. Parking Management – The Next Level, Parking 101 Vol. 2.
Fredericksburg, VA: International Parking Institute.
48 Bier, Leonard, Gerard Giosa, Robert S. Goldsmith, Richard Johnson, and Darius Sollohub.
2006. Parking Matters: Designing, Operating and Financing Structured Parking in Smart Growth
Communities. Airmont, NJ: the Urban Land Institute-Northern New Jersey. http://bit.ly/748MxH
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Wheaton Parking Garage. Photo: Lindsay Banks, http://flic.kr/p/bArwZv

FINANCIAL TOOLS ACRONYM SOUP:
TIFs, SAs, SSAs, BIDs and BDs
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING (TIF)
Local communities can also turn to the surrounding properties
that stand to benefit from increased parking supply for financing
assistance. Tax Increment Financing (TIF) captures the increased
property value generated by development in an area to create a
pool of money that can be used for area improvements. When a TIF
district is established in Illinois, the area must have a demonstrated
condition of blight, and property values must be projected to
increase enough to fund improvements. The current property
taxes are defined as the “base” amount. In the succeeding years, a
maximum of 23 years in Illinois, any additional property tax (over
and above the base amount) generated within the district is set
aside in a special fund. That money can then be used to fund further
improvements within the district, including public parking facilities.
However, there are often concerns about money that is diverted away
from underlying taxing districts when TIFs are used.
TIF money can be used as it is generated or the municipality can issue
bonds backed by the future revenues from the increment collected in
the district. More often, a municipality will issue a general obligation
bond and hope to be paid back by the TIF. TIFs have been used in
the Chicago region to fund parking garages; for example, the 5-level
municipal parking garage in Downers Grove was funded through a
TIF district. Depending on where a parking facility is being built, this
may be a desirable financing mechanism. TIFs are more useful when
they are part of a coordinated redevelopment strategy that includes
parking, and in new development in a larger area.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS (SA)
In contrast to TIFs, where the property tax rate is not increased,
Special Assessments (SAs) levy fees on properties near an
improvement on top of the property taxes to capture the expected
increases in property value from an investment in public
infrastructure. This is commonly used when a public improvement
benefits a particular area to a greater degree than the community
as a whole. The assessment amount is typically calculated by
starting with the total cost of the improvement and allocated to
each property based on the degree of special benefit it is expected to
receive from the improvement. A public body cannot use SAs to fund
general improvements; it must be established that the money is for a
local improvement. Essentially, the concept is that if improvements
made by a government agency make a particular piece of property
more valuable, the property owners that benefit should contribute
to the cost of the improvement.
Special assessments are commonly used to assist developers of
vacant land by financing the installation of public improvements
such as storm sewers, streets, sidewalks, and gutters; but it can
also be used to fund parking structures, police or fire protection,
street lighting, and other purposes. The special assessment district
for a parking structure would be limited to the area around the
structure that is accessible by walking. The taxes, however, may not
necessarily be applied to residential properties or properties that are
not expected to benefit from the parking structure. The developer
realizes a cost savings because of the lower tax exempt interest rate
on special assessment bonds compared to the interest rate charged
by commercial banks. As the properties are sold, the developer can
use the money from sales to pay the assessment relative to parcels
sold. The assessment is a lien against the real estate that, if not paid,
is handled through the county as if real estate taxes have not been
paid. Unlike SSAs, the SA is not an ad valorem property tax, meaning
that it is not based on the value of the property.
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SPECIAL SERVICE AREAS (SSAS) / BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICTS (BIDS)

PARKING ENTERPRISE FUND

Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), called Special Service
Areas (SSAs) in Illinois, levy an additional real estate tax (or other
taxes) on properties within a defined area, creating differential
taxing areas. The additional money is used to fund services and/
or infrastructure improvements in that area – which can include
construction of a parking facility or payment on the debt of the
construction, if the area businesses choose. Assessments are often
on a uniform per unit basis (square footage, receipts, assessed
value), but in Illinois it is more commonly done using Equalized
Assessed Value (EAV). The taxes are not limited to property taxes.
With regard to parking funded by a BID, there is “typically no
exemption or tax credit…provided to property owners who provide
all or a portion of their required parking.” 49 Naperville pushed
for changes to the state legislation to allow for a tax on food and
beverages that could be used for the purposes of constructing new
parking facilities. 50 Naperville’s parking garages are funded through
a Special Service Area that levies a tax on local businesses, and new
businesses are required to pay the taxes of the prior year in addition
to the current tax. In this model (and in SAs), the businesses are able
to offer their patrons free parking, but they are forced to charge more
for goods for everyone, regardless of whether they use the parking,
which encourages driving.

One approach used primarily by municipalities and universities
to help pay for parking is to create a parking enterprise fund. This
fund is self-sustaining and is separate from the general fund, but its
administration is still within the local government (or university).
The fund does not have the capacity to issue bonds on its own, but
can raise revenue in a number of ways. These revenue streams are
also available to public enterprises and include:
• Monthly leases or permit sales
• Parking meter revenues
• Parking violation revenues
• Short term (non-contract, non-monthly) parking fee revenues
The key to the fund’s success is that while no one facility may cover
all of its costs, multiple facilities together can. This is because the
lifespan of a parking structure can range from 40-50 years or more,
but development costs are typically capitalized over a 20-30 year
period. This means that most parking structures have useful lives
after their debt is retired, thus freeing up parking revenue to help
pay for newer facilities. 51 An enterprise fund may require outside
subsidy in the early years.

BUSINESS DISTRICTS (BDS)
A Business District is an area, deemed to be “blighted,” where a
municipality can impose an additional tax to spur development
or redevelopment. A BD must be contiguous, and all properties
involved must be directly and substantially benefited by the public
expenditures. A BD can fund tourism initiatives and infrastructure
with an increase in sales and / or hotel tax for all businesses in the
area by 1/4 percent increments, up to 1 percent, without referendum
by citizens, for a maximum term of 23 years. A BD does not have the
restrictions and requirements of TIFs, can be created by non-home
rule municipalities, and has no impact on taxing districts. They may
be more appropriate in areas with a significant amount of retail, and
they can harm certain businesses. At least two public hearings must
be held before a municipality can approve a BD.

49 Baron, Philip J. and John W. Dorsett. 2004. “Parking Facility Economics and Approaches to
Financing,” in Haahs, Timothy H., ed. Parking Management – The Next Level, Parking 101 Vol. 2.
Fredericksburg, VA: International Parking Institute.

50 “Continuous Improvement Model” 2008 ITE Midwestern Conference. Need to improve this
citation.
51 Baron and Dorsett, 2004.
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PAYMENT IN LIEU OF PARKING OR FEE-IN-LIEU
As discussed above, most municipalities require that a minimum
amount of parking be provided as part of all new developments. As
an alternative, some municipalities allow developers to pay a fee in
lieu of constructing some or all of that parking. The fees collected are
used to construct a public parking facility that serves that particular
development, as well as surrounding uses.
Most cities set a uniform fee per space, with the number of spaces
per development still dictated by the parking code. The fee itself is
often less than the full cost per space for the public sector to provide
the parking. Unless updated regularly, the fee may be considerably
lower than the actual cost if the system has been around for a while.
Vancouver, British Columbia takes an interesting approach by
setting the fee per space equal to the cost to construct that space in a
public garage minus the expected revenue the city will get from that
space.52
In most cases, the developer can choose whether or not (and for how
many spaces) to pay the in-lieu fee. Some cities may offer payment
in lieu of parking only in certain districts, such as in Lake Forest or
Riverside where the option is available in downtown commercial
/ business districts. Other municipalities in northeastern Illinois
that offer payment in lieu of parking are Libertyville and Highland
Park, both of which charge $15,000 per space in the downtown areas.
Oak Park charges $28,000 per space, an estimate similar to the cost
of providing a garage space. Lake Forest has estimated the cost of
providing a space at $18,000, but charges only $9,000 per space.
Beyond the financial aspects of payment in lieu of parking, there are
a number of benefits to such programs. Donald Shoup identifies a
number of advantages to payment in lieu of parking, including:53
• Greater flexibility for developers, which can support historic
preservation given the challenge parking can pose for adaptive
reuse;
• More shared parking, thus potentially reducing the total number
of spaces needed in the area;
• Fewer surface lots, because lots have been consolidated into one
surface lot or possibly a structure;
• Fewer curb cuts, which increases pedestrian safety; and
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Additionally, fewer surface parking lots lead to better access
management and improved traffic operations. Some developers
may be wary of fee-in-lieu programs if they think that the money will
not be used to provide parking. Programs demonstrated to reduce
demand, paired with fee-in-lieu policy, can alleviate this fear.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
The financing mechanisms described above mostly involve the
public sector taking on debt to provide public parking facilities. In
some cases, investments made jointly by the public and private
sector can be used to help pay for parking. These public-private
partnerships (PPP) can reduce the public sector’s direct debt
burden while also providing needed infrastructure. One strategy to
minimize risks in PPPs to use a design-build contract, with a single
party responsible for both designing and building the project. Longterm leases, another form of PPP, are the current extent of PPPs in
Illinois. See CMAP’s PPP strategy paper for more details on publicprivate partnerships.
Another form of PPP that has been applied to parking in a couple
cases nationwide is the use of Design-Build-Operate-Manage
(DBOM) to construct new facilities. An example from Connecticut
can help to illustrate this innovative method. In 2000, the state
issued bonds to cover the costs of constructing a new parking
facility at Bradley Airport in Hartford, Conn. Due to the structure of
the agreement, the bonds are actually guaranteed by a private entity.
The state’s arrangement used the same entity to design and build the
facility and then after construction, to operate and manage through
a lease from the state. The lease payments cover the state’s debt
service and the facility revenues cover the lease payments. Excess
revenues are split between the state and the private operator.
Should the lease payments and revenue sharing prove insufficient
to cover the debt service, the private operator is responsible for
making up the difference.54
A similar strategy used to pay for parking facilities is called buildoperate-transfer (BOT). A private entity may cover the costs
associated with building public infrastructure, operate it and receive
all revenues for a pre-determined time, and then transfer ownership
to a public agency. Early parking meters were often installed in
this fashion with manufacturers of meters installing them and
recovering costs until they were paid for. 55

• Fewer zoning variances that need to be issued, which expedites
the development process and levels the playing field for all
developers.

52 Shoup, Donald. “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press,
Chicago, IL: 2005.
53 Ibid, 2005.

54 Bier, Leonard, Gerard Giosa, Robert S. Goldsmith, Richard Johnson, and Darius Sollohub.
2006. Parking Matters: Designing, Operating and Financing Structured Parking in Smart Growth
Communities. Airmont, NJ: the Urban Land Institute-Northern New Jersey. http://bit.ly/748MxH
55 Shoup, Donald. “The High Cost of Free Parking.” American Planning Association Press, Chicago,
IL: 2005.
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Recently Constructed Garages in the Region
The graph below and the data table on the following page both
contain data collected on parking garages in the Chicago region.
The cost per space is the total cost divided by the number of spaces,
while the cost per space added subtracts the number of spaces that
could be accommodated in the footprint of the site in a surface lot. If
there were no garage, the land could be used for surface parking, and
a structure allows for an additional number of spaces on the site.
Geneva’s municipal parking garage was engineered to accept a third level as additional funding became
available and extra spaces were warranted.
Photo by Jim Watkins: http://www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/
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Parking garages
FACILITY LOCATION

YEAR BUILT

SPACES

TOTAL COST OF GARAGE

COST PER SPACE

COST PER SPACE ADDED

Naperville Central Parking Facility

1987

553

$2,600,000

$4,702

$8,176

Evanston Church St. garage

1990

600

$7,200,000

$12,000

$12,457

Elmhurst Schiller Parking Deck

1991

221

$3,516,245

$15,911

$29,302

Elmhurst Adelaide Parking Deck

1992

213

$1,908,709

$9,727

$12,710

Evanston Maple St. garage

2000

1,400

$27,200,000

$19,429

$24,028

Naperville Van Buren Deck

2001

530

$7,400,000

$13,962

$19,023

Elmhurst Adelaide Expansion

2001

98

$2,071,752

$19,477

$39,765

Palatine Gateway Center Parking Deck

2002

1,300

$17,000,000

$13,077

$18,974

Elmhurst Schiller Expansion

2003

90

$2,149,094

$23,879

$23,879

Downers Grove

2004

787

$21,500,000

$27,319

$35,304

Evanston Sherman Plaza garage

2006

1,614

$42,700,000

$26,456

$29,715

Geneva

2007

362

$3,500,000

$19,006

$37,802

Naperville Van Buren Addition

2008

317

$9,007,950

$28,416

$47,915

Berwyn

2009

396

$11,000,000

$27,778

$35,484

Elmhurst 1st St. Parking Deck

2011

253

$7,631,971

$29,644

$41,899

Source: Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning collected information

Downers Grove 5-level municipal parking deck, funded through a TIF district with help from Metra. Photo: Jim Watkins http://www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/
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A pleasant streetscape can encourage walking and bicycling. Photo : Dan Burden, www.completestreets.org
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STEP FIVE: MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Step Five
Monitoring and
Evaluation
In order to determine the success or failure of new parking policies, a
municipality should refer back to the initial livability goals established
for the community and the indicators of success established in the
implementation plan. Well-documented public outreach and continued
engagement through the implementation stages will make for a smoother
experience.

Back-in angled parking in Chicago’s Bucktown neighborhood. Photo: CMAP Library, by Tom Murtha.
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Pedestrian-friendly walkway to Downers Grove Parking Garage. Photo : Jim Watkins, www.flickr.com/photos/jim_watkins/

Fine-tuning

Conclusion

Through public surveys, the municipality can continue to monitor
customer satisfaction, ease of use, and behavior adjustments. A
parking occupancy survey should be conducted after three months
to gauge effectiveness of policies, which can be compared with
results from public surveys. In the end, there may still be unsatisfied
customers but thorough documentation of the publicly-established
goals for the community, the strategies selected to achieve those
goals, as well as the indicators for success can all be used to help
explain why the policy changes were necessary and what they have
accomplished. Maintaining an open communication platform is
important; take time to respond to emails and answer phone calls
about the policy changes.

Driving will continue to be the primary mode of transportation for
many people in the region, but it must be evaluated as one part of a
comprehensive multi-modal transportation system that includes
walking, biking, and transit. With driving as the main form of
transportation in the region, parking is a very important part of our
municipal landscapes, but it is significantly undervalued because
users do not pay market costs for parking.

Some examples of evaluation measures include: average time
spent searching for a parking space (determined through public
surveys), 85 percent parking occupancy levels, number of people
bicycling or walking to work, adoption of commuter benefits to
promote alternatives to solo driving, and customer satisfaction. If
these indicators are showing little to no improvements, the parking
management strategies need to be re-evaluated, with new strategies
selected to reach target goals.

When parking is under-priced, it becomes costly to provide because
users are not willing to pay the associated costs. A municipality
can accept the burden of cost in the interest of supporting the local
economy, but by adopting smart parking management strategies,
the municipality can make the most out of existing resources before
incurring unnecessary debt. By understanding existing supply
and demand, effectively communicating the costs associated with
parking to the public, the municipality can implement appropriate
parking policies. When the demand for parking necessitates the
construction of parking structures, the municipality can use the
base knowledge of parking demand to provide the appropriate
amount of parking, prepare for future demand, and utilize available
financing tools. The way that we plan for and provide parking will
have a huge impact on the future livability of our communities.
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Appendix

CAR-SHARING

DISABLED PARKING

Car-sharing is a way for a group of people to share vehicle ownership,
thereby reducing costs of ownership. By joining a car-sharing
organization, members have access to a fleet of vehicles, parked in
a variety of locations. The cars can be reserved for short periods of
time, with members paying for their individual usage. Car-sharing
is most successful in walkable communities and higher density
communities.

To better accommodate the needs of people who use wheelchairs,
the Americans with Disabilities Act created design guidelines for
handicapped spaces, which are often located close to building
entrances and access ramps. In the state of Illinois, any facility with
parking for employees or visitors must provide accessible parking
for people with disabilities. An accessible space must be 16-feet wide
with an eight- or five-foot wide striped access aisle, which must
be clear of obstructions including snow, ice, shopping carts, etc.
The specifications for size and markings, location, and signage are
available in an informational flyer distributed by the Illinois Attorney
General.
Additionally, cars displaying handicapped plates or placards may
park free at meters in Illinois. In areas with metered parking, this
becomes a hurdle because there are many placard-abusers who
avoid paying for parking by using someone else’s placards. If ablebodied people are parking in the handicapped-designated spaces,
this can prevent people who really need a convenient space from
finding one. Chicago has recently introduced tougher penalties for
violators to curb this abuse.

BICYCLE PLANNING AND PARKING
Planning for bicycles as a mode of transportation is vital to the
development of livable communities. This paper does not address
the complexities of bicycle planning, but there are many local
resources available. Notably, the Active Transportation Alliance
and their suburban ambassadors work with community members,
sub-regional organizations, towns, and park districts to create biking
and walking plans, expand trails and infrastructure and implement
encouragement and safety programs.56

Car-sharing is shown to reduce vehicle trips, as members use cars
only when necessary and use alternative transportation for most
other trips. On average, 20 percent of car-sharing members give up a
car (primary or secondary) and over 40 percent forego the purchase
of a new vehicle.57 It also reduces the need for households to have
extra vehicles, and provides access to cars for people who cannot
afford the costs of vehicle ownership. There are two car-sharing
organizations operating in Chicago and nearby municipalities, I-Go
Cars and Zipcar. Region-wide coverage is limited, but growing.
Municipal governments can partner with a car-sharing organization
to bring vehicles to their community, or to convert their municipal
fleet of vehicles into car-sharing vehicles that could be used by
the public at night and on the weekends. Each car-sharing vehicle
takes 14-15 personally owned vehicles off the road. 58 Fewer vehicles
means fewer parking spaces needed, allowing for more compact
development and walkable neighborhoods. Locally, both Highland
Park and Oak Park are in talks with the Chicago-based non-profit
I-Go Cars to possibly convert some or all of their municipal fleets to
shared vehicles. For more on car-sharing, see CMAP’s Car-sharing
strategy paper.

Parking plans should consider bicycle parking and bicycle facilities
as a means to reduce the number of parking spaces necessary. Many
lots will use irregular or small spaces for bicycle and motorcycle
parking. When converting from parking meters to pay-box systems,
planners should consider the potential bicycle parking that is lost
with the removal of meters. Some cities have removed the top of
the meter and replaced it with an ornamental decoration, enabling
bicyclists to continue using the meter as a bike rack, and reducing
costs associated with meter removal and construction of bike racks.
In Chicago, where pay boxes have been installed, some meters have
a sticker informing people to pay for parking at the box, and that
the “meter remains as a courtesy to cyclists.” For more on bicycle
facilities and planning, see the CMAP Bicycling strategy paper.
In Schaumburg, zoning ordinances have been used to encourage
bicycle use. All retail centers are required to have a minimum of 10
bicycle spaces prominently displayed and located by every main
entrance.
56 For more information, visit http://www.activetrans.org/in-your-community
57 Millard-Ball, Adam, et al. 2005. TCRP Report 108 – Car-Sharing: Where and How it Succeeds.
Transit Cooperative Research Program, Transportation Research Board. Washington, DC.

Rental bicycle locker. Photo : John Luton, http://capitalbikeandwalk.org/
58 Zipcar, Inc. 2005. Zipcar member behavior survey. Cambridge, MA.
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Model Ordinances And Sample Code Amendments
Shared parking
Stein Engineering. January, 1997. Shared Parking Handbook, Portland Metro: Appendix A, Model Shared Parking Ordinance Provisions.
http://1.usa.gov/SharedParking
South Carolina Department of Health & Environmental Control Sample Shared Parking Agreement:
http://1.usa.gov/ModelAgreement
NW Connecticut Model Zoning Regulations for Parking: http://1.usa.gov/NW_CT (pages 21-22)

Car sharing
FAQ from I-Go: http://1.usa.gov/IGoMuni
Nelson-Nygaard Car-sharing Best Practices report:
http://nelsonnygaard.com/Documents/Reports/CITY-CARSHARE-best-practices.pdf

Reduced parking minimums & maximums
Massachusetts Smart Parking Model Bylaws: http://1.usa.gov/SmartParking

Valet parking
The Old Pasadena “Universal Valet” program – park your car at one spot and pick it up at another – has never been a complicated project
or process, and has been almost completely devised by the private operator. The valet space is permitted by the city to an operator,
with the buy-in of whatever business they are located in front of. The storefront must approve the meters in front of their business
being dedicated to a valet stand. Often the business is also underwriting part of the permit expense to have the valet there. The operator
secures their own parking inventory to utilize for storing the valeted cars. In this case, they utilize several private parking garages
and surface lots. The operation is completely in the hands of the permitee, who in this case happens to operate all of the locations
because they long ago secured the available space to park the vehicles. The Business Improvement District mediates in cases of conflict
resolution, and markets the services as an amenity for shoppers, diners, and visitors.
More information: http://www.oldpasadena.org/valet.asp

Parking reserves - Land set aside for excess parking, if needed
Ordinance text from Corte Madera, Marin County:
“…the planning commission may permit a property owner to designate a portion of his required off-street parking area as a “parking
reserve” and to place improvements such as landscaping, tennis courts, and the like in the area which are compatible with the future
use of the reserve as a parking lot. If the planning commission finds that the reserve is needed for off-street parking for users of the site,
the owner shall improve the reserve as a parking lot within one hundred twenty days from the date the finding is made by the planning
commission.”
More information from the Transportation Authority of Marin: http://www.tam.ca.gov/index.aspx?page=298

Unbundled parking
Reduce parking requirements for developers who sell or lease the parking separately from the residential units in TODs
San Francisco Unbundled Parking for Below Market Rate Housing: http://sf-moh.org/index.aspx?page=909
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Performance-based Parking Pricing
SFpark.org: http://sfpark.org/resources-overview/
“As a federally funded demonstration, SFpark publicly shares extensive information about the project. This information may be of
interest to customers, the press, academics and city administrators considering how to manage parking. Project documents, maps,
images and data are available for download here. “

Parking Benefit District
Redwood City Parking Benefit Ordinance: http://1.usa.gov/PBD_Ordinance
Austin, TX, description and link to ordinance: http://www.austintexas.gov/department/parking-benefit-district-pbd
MAPC Commercial and Residential examples:
http://www.mapc.org/resources/parking-toolkit/strategies-topic/parking-benefit-districts

Back-in/Head-out Angle Parking
Nelson/Nygaard Report: http://1.usa.gov/BackInAngledParking

Parking Design Guidelines
Ventura County Parking & Loading Design Guideline: http://bit.ly/VenturaParking
NW Connecticut Model Zoning Regulations for Parking: http://1.usa.gov/NW_CT
The City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County Sustainable Green Streets and Parking Lots Design Guidebook
provides information on creating low-impact development (LID) roadways and parking lots within San Mateo County:
http://www.mitod.org/pdf/ParkingRequirementsGuideSCANPH.pdf
Kimley-Horn Sustainable Parking Deck Design: http://1.usa.gov/KHA_Design

Fees-In-Lieu of Parking
Libertyville Ordinance with Fee-In-Lieu: http://1.usa.gov/FeesInLieu
NW Connecticut Model Zoning Regulations for Parking: http://1.usa.gov/NW_CT (page 20)

Accommodation of Alternate Modes
Complete Streets information http://www.completestreets.org/
Policy Brochure http://www.completestreets.org/webdocs/cs-brochure-policy.pdf
NW Connecticut Model Zoning Regulations for Parking: http://1.usa.gov/NW_CT (pages 23-26)

TOD overlay / Overlay Zone
Village of Plainfield Downtown Parking Zone: http://1.usa.gov/PlainfieldDPZ
From Sustainable Cities Institute: http://bit.ly/TODoverlay
Model Mixed-Use Zoning District Ordinance (APA): http://1.usa.gov/ModelMixedUse

APPENDIX

Additional Resources
Definitions related to parking
NW Connecticut Model Zoning Regulations for Parking: http://1.usa.gov/NW_CT (pages 8-10)
Smart Parking Model Bylaws (pages 2-3): http://1.usa.gov/SmartParking

Parking Surveys
ITE Parking Demand Survey Form (used to help improve data for Parking Generation Handbook):
http://www.ite.org/parkinggeneration/parking_basicform.xls
Naperville Parking Satisfaction Survey: http://1.usa.gov/NapervilleSurvey
Oak Park’s July 2009 Parking Counts (.xls): http://1.usa.gov/OakParkSurvey
Sample Parking Survey Template (.xls): http://1.usa.gov/SampleSurvey

CMAP Strategy Papers
Transportation Demand Management: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/strategy-papers/transportation-demand-management
Public -Private Partnerships: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/strategy-papers/public-private-partnerships
Bicycling: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/strategy-papers/bicycling
Car Sharing: http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/strategy-papers/car-sharing

Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC)’s Parking Toolkit
http://www.mapc.org/resources/parking-toolkit/
“This toolkit is designed to help local officials, developers, citizen board members, and advocates understand the sources of parking
issues in their communities and identify potential solutions. The strategies outlined in the toolkit address a variety of situations and
concerns in ways that save money, protect the environment, support local businesses, and encourage alternatives to driving. The toolkit
includes information on how to do a parking study, regulatory tools to tailor parking supply, strategies to reduce parking demand, parking
management tools to make more efficient use of existing parking, information on financing parking, and many local examples.”

Metropolitan Transportation Commission “Reforming Parking Policies to Support Smart Growth”
http://www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smart_growth/parking/parking_seminar/Toolbox-Handbook.pdf
“This report is intended to serve as a guide or a handbook for communities interested in planning and implementing parking policies and
programs that are supportive of Smart Growth and Transit Oriented Development (TOD). The focus is on downtowns, neighborhoods, and
transit station areas in which a major investment has been made to provide regional and local transit accessibility. In order to maximize the
value of that investment and to discourage the solo use of the automobile for travel, this report will assist communities in identifying the
TOD supportive parking policies and improvements that are best suited to their individual characteristics.”
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Donald Shoup, The High Cost of Free Parking, Chicago: Planners Press, 2005 and 2011.
Also known as the parking professional’s bible, this book should be on the shelves of every urban planner, to help them see parking as an
economist would.

Oregon Department of Transportation’s “Parking Management Made Easy: A Guide to Taming the Downtown Parking Beast”
http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/docs/publications/parkingguide.pdf?ga=t
This guide explains how to analyze downtown parking to see if you have a parking problem; how to analyze what, where, and when the
problem(s) occur; how you can add to your parking supply through better management of the total space that you currently have (not always
the individual number of spaces).

RTA’s “Access & Parking Strategies for Transit-Oriented Development”
http://bit.ly/sQqYXf
The guide is intended as a resource for municipal officials looking for innovative strategies to support multi-modal access to their transit
station and TOD area. While providing parking options in these areas is important, this guide focuses first on assessing multi-modal access
strategies as a whole and placing a priority on pedestrian, bicycle and transit access. Ideally, a mixture of these strategies should be applied
to achieve an optimal balance of access modes and available parking. Each station and TOD area is unique and not all strategies will be
applicable to all communities.

The Parking Handbook for Small Communities:
http://www.downtowndevelopment.com/parking_handbook.php
This document was written in 1994, but is unique in the focus on small communities, providing parking solutions for cities with populations
under 50,000. It is a step-by-step review of how to plan, develop, and manage parking in a small downtown.

Victoria Transport Policy Institute’s Online TDM Encyclopedia:
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/index.php
This website has a vast amount of literature on Transportation Demand Management strategies that “result in more efficient use of
transportation resources.” In addition to the TDM Encyclopedia, there are many important documents on transportation and livability.

EPA’s Parking Spaces / Community Places: Finding the Balance through Smart Growth Solutions
www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/pdf/EPAParkingSpaces06.pdf
The approaches described in this report can help communities explore new, flexible parking policies that can encourage growth and balance
parking needs with their other goals. The EPA developed this guide for local government officials, planners, and developers in order to:
• demonstrate the significance of parking decisions in development patterns;
• illustrate the environmental, financial, and social impact of parking policies;
• describe strategies for balancing parking with other community goals; and
• provide case studies of places that are successfully using these strategies

APPENDIX
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NW Connecticut Parking Study – Phase 2: Model Zoning Regulations for Parking:
http://bit.ly/w8RupA
The focus of this study is on reducing the impervious surface area to improve stormwater drainage systems, but it includes a thorough
background on zoning and design. It covers flexible parking guidelines, and has model ordinance language that may be useful to
municipalities looking to update their code. There is model language for fee-in-lieu parking, shared parking, accommodation of alternate
modes, and design standards for stormwater management.

TOD-Targeted Parking Regulations
http://www.mitod.org/todtargetedparkingregulations.php
The Center for Transit-Oriented Development and the Center for Community Innovation, and the Non-Profit Housing Association of
Northern California partnered to create a report of Mixed-Income Transit-Oriented Communities. From this report, they developed an
Action Guide, which includes these TOD-specific parking strategies, with case studies and links to resources.

International Parking Institute’s Knowledge Center
http://www.parking.org/knowledge-center.aspx
The International Parking Institute has a number of different resources for parking professionals, including the growing “Knowledge
Center” with publications, FAQs, case studies, and more.

National Complete Streets Coalition
http://www.completestreets.org/
This webpage offers clear descriptions of the basics of complete streets, sample policy documents, advocacy materials, and fact sheets.

Active Transportation Alliance
http://www.activetrans.org/
The Active Transportation Alliance is a local non-profit advocacy organization that encourages and promotes safety, physical activity, health,
recreation, social interaction, equity, environmental stewardship and resource conservation. They have assisted many municipalities in the
Chicago region with the development of bicycle and pedestrian plans.

Documents on financing mechanisms
• SB Friedman’s “What is an SSA?” document (PDF): http://bit.ly/wskjOo
• SB Friedman’s “What is a TIF?” document (PDF): http://bit.ly/AwaU5V
• Lake County Partners -TIF: http://bit.ly/LakeCountyTIF
• Lake County Partners - Business Districts: http://bit.ly/BusinessDistricts
• CMAP’s “Use of Special Assessments, Special Service Areas” (PDF): http://1.usa.gov/AE9Dry
• St. Louis Regional Chamber “State of Illinois Business District Program Detail” (PDF): http://bit.ly/xhpTnG
• CMAP’s Transportation Value Capture Analysis (PDF): http://bit.ly/ugHYsA

233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 800
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 454-0400
info@cmap.illinois.gov
www.cmap.illinois.gov

The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) is the region’s
official comprehensive planning organization. Its GO TO 2040 planning
campaign is helping the region’s seven counties and 284 communities
to implement strategies that address transportation, housing, economic
development, open space, the environment, and other quality of life
issues. See www.cmap.illinois.gov for more information.
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2012 State Legislative Summary
Subject

Bill

Bill Summary

Agency
Position

Status

ACHIEVE GREATER LIVABILITY THROUGH LAND USE AND HOUSING
Foreclosed
Properties

SB 16

Foreclosed
Properties

SB 3676

Sen. Collins (D-Chicago); Rep. Yarbrough (D-Broadview)
Creates the Foreclosure Prevention Counseling Fund and provides that 75% of the moneys in this
Fund shall be used for housing counseling outside Chicago and 25% be used for such counseling in
Chicago. Sets forth provisions regarding municipalities putting liens on properties. SA3 and SA4
define vacant and abandoned properties. SA6 sets forth property maintenance provisions.
Sen. Trotter (D-Chicago); Rep. Golar (D-Chicago)
Creates a reduction for improvements to foreclosed property. Provides that the assessed value of
those improvements shall be reduced 10% of the equalized assessed value of the improvements on
June 30, 2012. Provides that the reduction shall be for a period of 5 years, and is subject to certain
conditions.

(H) 3rd Reading

(H) Revenue &
Finance Committee
6/26/12

MANAGE AND CONSERVE WATER & ENERGY
Plumbing

HB 4496

Wasterwater
(n)

HB 5319

Wastewater
Management

SB 2525

Fracking

SB 3280

Air Quality

SB 3283

Thursday, April 19, 2012

Rep. Sente (D-Lincolnshire); Sen. Garrett (D-Highwood)
Updates the plumbing code so minimum standards are consistent with nationally and internationally
recognized plumbing codes that reflect advances in technologies and methods which more efficiently
utilize natural resources and protect public health.
Rep. Winters (R-Rockford); Sen. Koehler (D-Pekin)
Authorizes the board of trustees of a sanitary district to enter into an agreement to sell, convey, or
disburse treated wastewater with any public or private entity located within or outside of the
boundaries of the sanitary district.
Sen. Sandoval (D-Cicero)
Holds the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD) liable for damages caused by
overflowing sewers, drainage ditches and other structures under its jurisdiction.
Requires IDNR to adopt rules for hydraulic fracking, the extraction of natural gas from shale. The
rules require that iowners and perators of fracking operations must test integrity of equipment before
it is used, report to IDNR and disclose chemicals used and if necessary identify appropriate disposal
facilities. The bill outlines provisions regarding trade secrets and commercial information. Most
fracking will be done in the New Albany shale in southeast Illinois.
Sen. Clayborne (D-E St. Louis); Rep. Mautino (D-Spring Valley)/Rep. Phelps (D-Harrisburg)
Suspends the portion of the Illinois Pollution Control Board's Multi-Pollutant Standard (MPS) rules
that limits the sale or transfer of sulfur dioxide allowances under certain circumstances. Requires the
Agency to identify where and how Agency policies have led to such reductions and are likely to lead

(S) 2nd Reading

(S) 2nd Reading

(S) Postponed in
Judiciary

(S) 3rd reading
Deadline 4/26/12

(H) Referred to
Rules
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Subject

Energy
Efficiency
(n)

Air Quality

Energy
Efficiency
(n)

Bill

SB 3453

SB 3672

SB 3724

Bill Summary
to additional reductions going forward and which Illinois regulations are unnecessary because of
more stringent State or federal regulations. Requires the Agency to consult with only the owners of
each coal-fired electric generating unit in the State when compiling this information. HB 5168 is
companion.
Sen. Trotter (D-Chicago); Rep. Chapa la Via (R-Aurora)
Creates the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards Fund and provides that all moneys received by
DCEO under specified provisions of the Public Utilities Act related to energy efficiency shall be
deposited into the fund to be used only for the purposes authorized by those provisions of the Public
Utilities Act. SCA1 regarding energy efficiency and demand apportionment dollars for DCEO.
Sen. Rezin (R-Peru); Rep. Tryon (R-McHenry)
Limits the authority of the Illinois Pollution Control Board to prescribe ambient air quality standards
for criteria air pollutants, such as Nitrogen Dioxide, if those standards are more exacting than the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards set by the Administrator of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency. Adopted Senate amendment 1 adds, exemptions for rulemakings of the Illinois
Pollution Control Board that implement any type of ambient air quality standard from the
requirements that ordinarily apply to general rulemakings, emergency rulemakings, and peremptory
rulemakings under the Act. Further amends the Environmental Protection Act. Also exempts those
rulemakings from the ordinarily applicable rulemaking requirements of Title VII of the
Environmental Protection Act.
Sen. Harmon (D-Oak Park); Rep. Musselman (D-Schaumburg)
Requires the CDB to adopt the International Energy Conservation Code as minimum requirements for
commercial and residential buildings and to make training available to builders to ensure compliance.
SCA1 removes 3 year requirement. SFA2 provides that CDB adopt code within 1 year of publication.

Status

Agency
Position

(H) Referred to
Rules

Support

(H) Environment &
Energy Committee
6/25/12

(H) Environment &
Energy Committee
6/25/12

EXPAND & IMPROVE PARKS & OPEN SPACE
DNR
Funding

HB 404

Rep. Mautino (D-Spring Valley); Sen. Sullivan (D-Quincy)
Eliminates legislative mandates the DNR cannot or no loner fulfills. Provides DNR flexibility to
restructure in order to meet basic agency demands.

(S) 2nd Reading

DNR
Funding (n)

HB 5789

Rep. Osmond (R-Gurnee); Sen. Althoff (R-Crystal Lake)
Allows DNR to charge admission fees at state parks and other properties.

(S) Revenue
Committee 6/25/12

Thursday, April 19, 2012
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Bill Summary

Status

DNR
Funding

HB 6037
SB 3901

Rep. Madigan (D-Chicago) and Sen. Kotowski (D-Park Ridge)
Makes appropriations for the ordinary and contingent expenses of the Department of Natural
Resources for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2012. Budget hearings for IDNR are on April 18th in
Springfield.

(H) Assigned to
Approp–Gen. Serv
(S) Assigned to
Approp II

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE LOCAL FOODS
Local food
systems

HR 734

Rep. Burke (D-Oak Lawn)
Resolution urges Congress to adopt a farm bill that supports and promotes the development of local
and regional food systems. An identical resolution, SR530 was adopted by the Senate on 2/9/2012.

(H) Resolution
Adopted

SUPPORT ECONOMIC INNOVATION

EDGE Tax
Credits

Business
Location
Incentive

HB 3934

Rep. Franks (D-Woodstock); Sen. Garrett (D-Highwood)
Creates an Economic Incentive Committee within the Department of Revenue for the purpose of
approving agreements entered into under the Economic Development for a Growing Economy
(EDGE) Tax Credit Act. Amendments set forth provisions regarding timing for amendment approval
and committee appointments. Additional amendments regarding transparency, requiring that terms
of agreements be posted on Department of Revenue website, were tabled.

HB 5440

Rep. Mussman (D-Schaumburg); Sen. Harmon (D-Oak Park)
Re-enacts the existing Business Location Efficiency Incentive Act which was inadvertently repealed on
December 31, 2011. In theory, it would incentivize businesses to locate near public transit and/or near
affordable housing. This is aligned with the plan’s recommendations and supports livable
communities. It also provides incentives to create jobs in areas with high unemployment. The impacts
would largely be positive, especially when being awarded to businesses that are moving to the region
from out of the region, rather than moving from one area in the region to another. This incentive,
enacted in 2005, has never been used by a business, which indicates it may not be a sufficient incentive
to encourage the location decisions it aims for. Prior CMAP research has discovered the lengthy
process and paperwork is prohibitive.

(S) 2nd Reading

(S) Postponed in
Revenue
Committee

REFORM STATE AND LOCAL TAX POLICY
State Income
Tax

SB 3619

Thursday, April 19, 2012

Sen. Kotowski (D-Park Ridge); Rep. Biss (D-Evanston)
Amends the Illinois Income Tax Act regarding the Angel Investment (AI) tax. The AI tax credit is
provided to qualifying businesses that meet the following criteria; must be headquartered in the state,
at least 51% of employees are in the state, has potential for increasing employment and/or capital
investment, and is engaged in innovation in manufacturing, biotechnology, nanotechnology,

(H) Re-referred to
Rules
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HB 3859

Rep. Sente (D-Lincolnshire)
Bill amends the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to include tax rebates or refunds and require
counties and municipalities to post this information online as part of the public record. Defines “tax
revenue sharing” and it goes further to include specific language about sales tax rebates and reporting
to the Department of Revenue. This bill is aligned with GOTO 2040’s emphasis on access to
information and intergovernmental cooperation. Taxing bodies do not always make tax incentive
deals public, even though it is an expenditure of taxpayer dollars. While the bills do not address
intergovernmental competition over economic development in any direct way, they do address
transparency over the use of public funds.

(H) 3rd Reading
Deadline extended
5/31/12

Support

HB 4514

Rep. Yarbrough (D-Broadview); Sen. Althoff (R-Crystal Lake)
Requires counties to microphotograph or otherwise reproduce electronically any records received in
writing by the recorder. Applicable for counties of less than 500,000 inhabitants.

(S) 2nd Reading

Bill

Bill Summary
communications, agricultural sciences, clean energy creation or storage technology.

IMPROVE ACCESS TO INFORMATION

FOIA

Public
Information

INVEST STRATEGICALLY IN TRANSPORTATION
Road
Districts (n)

PublicPrivate
Partnerships

IDOT

HB 2557

SB 3216

HB 4153

Thursday, April 19, 2012

Rep. Bost (R-Carbondale); Sen. Forby (D-Benton) Allows county unit road districts to be eliminated
through referendum, and gives counties the power to determine what should replace them.

(S) Revenue
Committee 6/25/12

Rep. Nekritz (D-DesPlaines) and Sen. Steans (D-Chicago)
These companion bills amend the Public-Private Partnerships for Transportation Act. The bills clarify
the procurement process, allow public agencies a type of “right of first refusal” when considering a
project for a potential public-private partnership, expand the Tollway’s authority to increase public
accountability, restrict long-term leases to 65 years (rather than 99) and state that design-build and
design-build-finance agreements are permissible. PPPs can help fill gaps in traditional financing,
particularly for large and complex major capital projects. They can promote cost efficiency, improved
risk allocation, and accelerated project delivery. To the extent that PPPs can catalyze projects that
would not otherwise be implemented, the bill would increase expenditures on transportation. To the
extent that PPPs would rely on tolls, container fees, or passenger fares, they would support user-fee
financing. The bills are aligned with GOTO 2040’s recommendations around innovative financing,
specifically targeted use of public-private partnerships.

(H) Referred to
Rules

Rep. Madigan (D-Chicago)
IDOT budget bill.

(H) 2nd Reading
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Subject

Bill

Aeronautics
Funds

HB 4444

Tollway

HB 4078

Parking
Taxes

HB 5547

Thursday, April 19, 2012

Bill Summary
Rep. Mautino (D-Spring Valley); Sen. Sandoval (D-Cicero)
Creates the Federal/State/Local Airport Fund by replacing the current Aeronautics Funds and
transferring balance into the new fund as well as $6.3 million from the Road Fund. HB4444 and
HB4140 are very similar, however HB4444 allows the Department of Transportation to increase
permitting fees charged for pilots and aircrafts. HFA1 stipulates provisions on when fees can be
applied and amounts.
Rep. Winters (R-Rockford); Sen. Sandoval (D-Cicero)
Amends the Toll Highway Act to provide that upon written approval of the Governor, the Tollway
may exercise its authorities under the Toll Highway Act to design and construct new railroad tracks.
The Tollway may charge fees to passenger and freight rail operators using its tracks. No monies from
the Road Fund may be used to implement these new provisions. The bill could impact the plan’s
recommendations for major capital projects such as the I-90 managed lanes corridor. Additional rail
investment could support the plan’s recommendations to increase commitment to mass transit and
freight. In isolation, the STAR Line or passenger rail service to Rockford would be positive for the
region. However, transit service in the I-90 corridor could probably be delivered more inexpensively
through a BRT/HOT lane. A similar bill was filed in the 2011 session but was vetoed by the Governor
in August 2011.
Rep. Zalewski (D-Summit); Sen. Hutchison (D-Chicago Heights)
Provides that home rule municipalities with a population of more than 2,000,000 and home rule
counties are not prohibited from imposing a tax on the use of a parking facility. It would allow Cook
County (the only home rule county) to tax parking and to allow Chicago to tax parking. GO TO 2040
calls on the region’s municipalities to implement performance-based parking. A tax on parking could
affect the prices paid by the user and the effectiveness of performance pricing. Depending on its use,
the revenues raised from a new parking tax could be used to further other plan objectives. GO TO
2040 calls on the region to raise new sustainable revenue sources for transportation. Assuming the
parking tax is used for transportation, it could contribute to the plan’s recommendation. It also
corresponds to a user fee, which supports the plan’s preferred financing philosophy. However, a new
parking tax may undermine performance-parking by artificially raising market costs for parking.
House amendment 1, which was adopted on March 6, 2012, changing the population threshold to
2,000,000, from the original bill’s 3,000,000 (Chicago’s current population is around 2.7 million).

Agency
Position

Status

(S) 2nd Reading

(S) 2nd Reading

(S) Postponed in
Executive
Committee
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Subject

Toll
Increases

Bill

SB 2530

IDOT Rail
Services

SB 2861

Illiana

SB 3318

Road
Districts (n)

SB 3047

Agency
Position

Bill Summary

Status

Sen. Murphy (R-Palatine); Rep. Connelly (R-Naperville)
Requires that eight directors of the Toll Authority must vote in favor of adopting a proposed toll rates.
Similar to HB 3924 but has not moved from rules since January 2012. Also provides that no
modification of the rates for toll shall be effective unless notice is given at least 90 (instead of 30) days
prior to the effective date of the modification. Significant amendments from original bill.

(H) Tollway
Oversight
Committee 6/24/12

Sen. Sandoval (D-Cicero); Rep. Burke (D-Chicago)
Requires the Department of Transportation to deposit funds into an escrow account from which funds
may be withdrawn by intercity passenger rail service providers for the purpose of maintenance.
Sen. Hutchinson (D-Chicago Heights); Rep. DeLuca (D-Crete)
Amends the Public-Private Partnerships for Illiana Expressway Act. The bill modifies language
regarding procurement to be more aligned with the provisions outlined in the Build-Design
Procurement act. Second, the bill would allow IDOT to acquire property for the Illiana Expressway
using eminent domain authority and removes restrictions regarding quick-take powers. Construction
of the Illiana Expressway is not included as a fiscally constrained major capital project in GO TO 2040.
Senate Amendment 1, adopted, restores language providing that a public private agreement includes
a provision stating that, in the event the contractor finds it necessary, proper, or desirable to enter into
subcontracts with one or more design build entities, then it must follow a selection process that is, to
the greatest extent possible, identical to the selection process contained in the Design Build
Procurement Act.
Amends the Illinois Highway Code. Provides that any municipality that is part of a road district in a
county not under a township organization (instead of any municipality with a population of more
than 15,000 and part of 2 or more road districts in a county not under a township organization may
compel the county board to organize the municipality into a separate road district.

(H) Referred to
Rules

(H) Trans: Regs,
Roads, & Bridges
Committee 6/24/12

(H) Cities &
Villages 6/24/12

INCREASE COMMITMENT TO PUBLIC TRANSIT

RTA

HB 3875

Thursday, April 19, 2012

Rep. Colvin (D-Chicago); Sen. Muñoz (D-Chicago)
Extends the Regional Transit Authority’s ability to issue, sell, and deliver additional Working Cash
Notes until July 1, 2014 (now 2012). The bill also caps the amount of Working Cash Notes the RTA
could issue to $300 million. Working Cash Notes are essentially short-term (i.e. less than 24-month)
loans to cover operating expenses. Working Cash Notes can cover a cash flow deficit in anticipation
of tax receipts or other future revenues. Extending the RTA’s authority to issue Working Cash Notes
can support GO TO 2040’s recommendation to increase commitment to public transit, and to support
transit operations.

(S) Postponed in
Transportation
Committee
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Bill

Suburban
Bus Facilities

HB 4036

Metra (n)

SB 2937

Bus on
Shoulders
(n)

SB 3384

Bill Summary
Rep. Nekritz (D-DesPlaines); Sen. Kotowski (D-Park Ridge)
Authorizes the Suburban Bus Board to issue bonds to construct and expand facilities including a CNG
facility and two garages. While the bill expands Pace’s authority to issue bonds, the provisions could
limit Pace’s ability to meet current and future capital needs as well as restrict its ability to repay the
bonds because the bill does not permit that revenues received under the RTA Act be used to repay the
bonds.
Sen. Althoff (R-Crystal Lake); Rep. Tryon (R-McHenry)
Creates the Northwest Metra Commuter Rail District to include all municipalities within McHenry
County.
Sen. Noland (D-Elgin); Rep. Rita (D-Blue Island)
Establishes a pilot project for buses to travel on the shoulders of Randall Road. HA1 allow the
program to be expanded to other route.

Agency
Position

Status

(S) Referred to
Assignments

(H) Referred to
Rules
(H) Trans: Regs,
Roads, & Bridges
Committee 6/24/12

CREATE A MORE EFFICIENT FREIGHT NETWORK

Airport
Intermodal

SB 2527

Thursday, April 19, 2012

Sen. Sandoval (D-Cicero)
This bill provides that an airport authority has the power to invest in, plan, market, and otherwise
support intermodal transportation. Sets forth powers concerning construction, shuttle services,
financial support, and marketing. Further provides that no airport authority may apply for federal
funding for intercity bus or train projects without approval of IDOT. A floor amendment on March 7,
2012 passed and adds provisions requiring the airport authority to submit the grant application to
IDOT for approval and compliance with published state plans.

(S) 3rd Reading
Deadline extended
4/26/12
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2012 State Legislative Summary
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED BILLS THAT MISSED ORGINATING CHAMBER DEADLINES (DEAD BILLS)
Rule

HB 0028 Green Special Service Area
HB 1109 Vacant Properties
HB 3803 LGDF
HB 3836 Gas Tax
HB 3850 Tax Rebate Transparency
HB 3859 Tax Rebate Transparency
HB 3864 Road Fund
HB 3917 Corporate Income Tax
HB 3918 Corporate Income Tax
HB 3919 Job Renewal & Enterprise Zones
HB 3922 Enterprise Zones
HB 3924 Toll Increases
HB 3974 Utilities
HB 4000 Local Parks
HB 4011 LGDF
HB 4018 Business Registry
HB 4505 Affordable Housing

HB 4509 RTA
HB 5226 Illiana Funding
HB 5227 School Rehabilitation
HB 5453 Foreclosed Properties
HB 5454 Foreclosed Properties
HB 5456 Foreclosed Properties
HB 5834 Enterprise Zones
HB 5841 Water Pricing
HB 5900 Stormwater Management
SB 2514 Road Fund
SB 2516 Capital Projects Fund
SB 2523 R&D Tax Credit
SB 2549 Road Fund
SB 2552 MFT Uses
SB 2572 RTA
SB 3236 MFT Uses
SB 3251 EPA Rules

(n) Newly added to list

Thursday, April 19, 2012
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MEMORANDUM
To:

CMAP Board and Committees

From:

CMAP Staff

Date:

April 2, 2012

Re:

Local Technical Assistance Program Update

The CMAP Board and committees will be receiving regular updates on the projects being
undertaken through the Local Technical Assistance (LTA) program, including those receiving
staff assistance and grants. To date, 53 local projects have been initiated. Of these, 37 projects
are fully underway and 2 have been completed. Many of the projects that have been kicked off
but are not fully underway are grants which are in the administrative stage; others involving
staff assistance are being scheduled to get underway in several months, based on staff
availability.
Further detail on LTA project status can be found on the attached project status table.
ACTION REQUESTED: Discussion.

###

1

Projects Currently Underway
Project

CMAP
lead
Sam
Shenbaga

July 2011 July 2012

Assistance
type
Staff
assistance

Algonquin downtown
plan (see project
website)

Hala
Ahmed

Feb.- Nov.
2012

Grant
funds

Alsip comprehensive
plan

Sam
Shenbaga

Jan. 2012 Jan. 2013

Staff
assistance

Antioch greenway plan

Shafaq
Choudry
Sam
Shenbaga

Apr. 2012Mar. 2013
June 2011 June 2012

Staff
assistance
Staff
assistance

Blue Island
comprehensive plan (see
project website)

Sam
Shenbaga

Apr. 2011 May 2012

Staff
assistance

Bronzeville Alliance
Retail corridor study,
phase 2 (see project

Sef Okoth

Phase 2:
Nov. 2011 –
Dec. 2012

Staff
assistance

Addison comprehensive
plan (see project
website)

Berwyn comprehensive
plan (see project
website)

Timeline

Status and notes
Underway. Draft future land use map completed. Conducted staff
charrette to present future land use map on March 27 and revisions being
made accordingly. Currently drafting memo describing land use
classifications to submit to staff for review and approval. Valerie Kretchmer
Associates has begun economic assessment of redevelopment sites and
review of 2005 Town Center Redevelopment Plan.
Underway. Village Board approved selected consultant (Land Vision).
Contract was signed on February 7. Project kick-off meeting completed on
February 23. Public input is underway at project website. Next Steering
Committee meeting scheduled for April.
Underway. Public meeting to be conducted on April 12 at Village Hall.
Stakeholder interviews to be conducted all-day at Village Hall on April 11.
Existing conditions research in progress.
Project is scoped and is on schedule to be initiated in April.
Underway. Recommendations memo approved by Steering Committee.
Draft future land use map completed and approved by BDC staff on March
26. Draft Plan outline completed and recommendations being currently
drafted. Draft Plan to be completed in mid-late April for internal CMAP
review.
Underway. Draft Plan completed and submitted to City staff and Plan
Commission for review on March 23. Conducted in-person meeting with
City staff to discuss recommendations. Plan distributed to Metra, Pace, RTA,
SSMMA, MPC, and CNT for review and comment. Presentation of Plan
recommendations to Plan Commission scheduled for April 4. Public open
house to be held at City Hall East Annex on April 16. Meeting with Mayor
scheduled for April 16 to present Plan recommendations.
Underway. First public presentation of the project done on March 17 at the
Black Wall Street Summit. Outreach and preparation of materials for
community visioning workshop on May 12 is underway. Existing

2

website)
Campton Hills
comprehensive plan (see
project website)
Carpentersville “Old
Town” Area Action Plan
(see project website)
Chicago “Green and
Healthy Neighborhood”
plan for Englewood,
Woodlawn, and
Washington Park (see
project website)

Jason
Navota

Apr. 2011 May 2012

Staff
assistance

Trevor
Dick

Sept. 2011 June 2012

Staff
assistance

Jason
Navota

Mar. 2011 Sept. 2012

Staff
assistance

Chicago Housing
Authority LeClaire
Courts redevelopment
Developing
Communities Project
support for CTA Red
Line extension (see
project website)
Downers Grove bicycle
and pedestrian plan

Sef Okoth

July 2012June 2013

Kendra
Smith

Oct. 2011 Sept. 2012

Consultant
and staff
assistance
Staff
assistance

Hala
Ahmed

TBD

Grant
funds

Elburn comprehensive
plan
Elgin sidewalk gap and
transit stop study
Elmwood Park
comprehensive plan (see
project website)

Bob Dean

Apr. 2012 Jan. 2013
TBD

Grant
funds
Grant
funds
Staff
assistance

Lindsay
Banks
Nicole
Woods

June 2011 –
Aug. 2012

conditions analysis started, with summary report due in June. Corridor
mapping is still underway.
Underway. Existing conditions report, visioning, three public meetings, and
policy and strategy development complete. Draft plan is nearly complete
and discussions of the future land use plan are continuing.
Underway. Drafting the plan is underway and is anticipated to be shared
with Village staff to begin the review and adoption process in April.
Underway. First phase (data collection and mapping) complete and
summarized in Draft Existing Conditions Summary posted online. Second
phase focused on planning and outreach is underway, including group
tours of ‘catalytic’ project areas and corridors. Housing and retail analyses
are underway. Separately funded stormwater study for the project area is
underway. First of five public meetings held on January 28, and second held
on March 31 in collaboration with the Woodlawn Summit.
An RFP for transportation access study has been drafted by CMAP and
approved by CHA. Project startup is expected in July.
Underway. CMAP is continuing work on a quantitative analysis of the
project area. The project received conditional approval from the Loyola
University Internal Review Board. The first community focus group is
scheduled to take place April 18. Community Education Session planning in
conjunction with CTA is currently underway.
Underway. The consultant selection process has been completed, with the
Village Board approving the selection of Sam Schwartz Engineering. Project
kickoff completed in March.
Underway. The Village Board selected Images Inc. to assist with the project
at their meeting on March 19.
A staff recommendation for consultant selection has been developed, and
approval is expected at the April 25 City Council meeting.
Underway. Staff is meeting with Steering Committee in April to present and
discuss Existing Conditions Report and results from visioning workshop
that was held in March. Staff is currently working on recommendations
memo.
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Evanston water
efficiency program
Fox Lake bicycle plan

Amy
Talbot
Pete
Saunders

Dec. 2011 June 2012
TBD

Staff
assistance
Grant
funds

Glen Ellyn downtown
streetscape and parking
study
Hanover Park corridor
study

Lindsay
Banks

TBD

Grant
funds

Stephen
Ostrander

Dec. 2011 June 2012

Hillside comprehensive
plan
Joliet “Old Prison”
redevelopment (see
project website)

Hala
Ahmed
Pete
Saunders

TBD

Kane County local food
project
Lake County
sustainability plan

Amy
Talbot
Kristin
Ihnchak

Feb.-Nov.
2012
Mar. 2012 Feb. 2013

Staff
assistance
and small
grant
Grant
funds
Staff
assistance
and small
grant
Staff
assistance
Staff
assistance

Lake Zurich
comprehensive water
resources project
Lakemoor
comprehensive plan (see
project website)
Liberty Prairie
Conservancy local food
system plan (see project
website)

Amy
Talbot

Feb. 2011 Apr. 2012

Staff
assistance

Nora Beck

Nov. 2011 Oct. 2012

Staff
assistance

Jessica
Simoncelli

Aug. 2011 –
Sept. 2012

Staff
assistance

July 2011 Apr. 2012

Underway. Received comments from Evanston Staff. Discussed water
reduction target and confirmed plan recommendations.
Village has approved a resolution supporting the project and signed the
IGA. Project RFP will be released in April, with consultant selection
expected in late May.
Glen Ellyn extended the deadline for the RFP to March 30, and consultant
selection is expected in April.
Underway. Staff is currently working with the Village and ULI to complete
necessary contract agreements and funding for ULI Technical Assistance
Panel (TAP) program to be held in summer 2012. Definition of outreach
strategy and assistance with panel “briefing book” expected in April.
The community is developing the RFP to select a consultant. RFP will be
released in April 2012.
Underway. Public open house and public hearing to Joliet City Council
Land Use Committee meeting were both conducted by ULI on March 19.
Final report is being prepared by ULI with graphics, illustration and design
assistance provided by CMAP. Completion is expected at the end of April.
Underway. Updated scope and contacted Openlands for approval. Internal
project team meeting set for April.
Underway. County Board approved the scope, MOU, and resolution on
March 13 and the steering committee kick-off meeting was held on March
22. Existing conditions analysis is underway. The Delta Institute and
Openlands are both on contract to assist with some plan elements.
Underway. Presentation to Board April 2 for approval. Final report to be
completed in April/May.
Underway. The Existing Conditions Report is currently under review by
village. Second public workshop, focused on visioning the future of
Lakemoor, is scheduled for April 19.
Underway. Drafting a needs assessment that identifies policy and market
gaps in developing a sustainable food system in Lake County. Drafting an
existing conditions report for the Liberty Prairie Reserve master plan
update. Outreach to local officials is occurring through the spring,
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including participation in a College of Lake County symposium in May.
Underway. Meeting between Camiros and County staff took place on
March 29. Meetings with local officials and other affected parties to address
community issues and needs were also conducted on March 29.
Underway. Staff will also meet with the Village Board, Village staff, and
steering committee in April to present planning process and obtain their
input for the Existing Conditions Report.
Village currently reviewing and prioritizing RFP responses. Village expects
to make a consultant selection in April.
Scope of work is being developed with Village staff. EPA Building Blocks
workshop and project initiation are scheduled for mid-May.
Underway. Draft plan is under review by Village staff and will be
presented at the Planning Commission’s April meeting. Following that an
open house will be held for public input.
Underway. The MOU and scope of work were adopted by City Council.
An existing conditions report is being worked on by staff.
Underway. CMAP has presented an initial existing conditions analysis for
each of the five collaborative municipalities for feedback. Staff will draft
future housing demand projections for presentation at April board
meetings.

McHenry County
subarea plan

Jack
Pfingston

Dec. 2011Sept. 2012

Grant
funds

Morton Grove industrial
areas plan

Nicole
Woods

Feb. 2012 Feb. 2013

Staff
assistance

New Lenox corridor
plan
Niles sustainability plan

Pete
Saunders
Kristin
Ihnchak
Trevor
Dick

TBD
May 2012Dec. 2012
May 2011 May 2012

Grant
funds
Staff
assistance
Staff
assistance

Trevor
Dick
Drew
WilliamsClark

Mar.-Nov.
2012
Feb.-Nov.
2012

Staff
assistance
Staff
assistance

Amy
Talbot

Aug. 2011 June 2012

Staff
assistance

Underway. Received comments from Oak Park staff. Working on setting
water and energy reduction targets. Recommendations finalized.

Hala
Ahmed

Nov. 2011 –
July 2012

Staff
assistance

Park Forest
sustainability plan (see
project website)

Kristin
Ihnchak

June 2011 May 2012

Staff
assistance

Plainfield downtown
transportation plan

Pete
Saunders

TBD

Grant
funds

Underway. Second public meeting to present data analysis and draft
recommendations completed on March 21 at the Orland Park Public Library.
Draft recommendations are being developed. Draft report will be presented
to the Plan Commission on April 24.
Underway. Public open house to present the plan took place on March 20.
Public comments are currently being collected, and the first public hearing
with the Plan Commission is scheduled for April 17. CNT is on contract to
assist with Energy, Greenhouse Gases, and Water Plan elements.
Village has drafted RFP that it expects to release in early April. Consultant
selection is anticipated in May.

Norridge comprehensive
plan (see project
website)
Northlake
comprehensive plan
Northwest Suburban
Housing Collaborative
“Homes for a Changing
Region” project (see
project website)
Oak Park water
conservation program
(see project website)
Orland Park water
conservation ordinance
(see project website)
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Regional arts and culture
toolkit

Stephen
Ostrander

Apr. 2012Jan. 2013

Staff
assistance

Regional climate change
adaptation toolkit

Jesse Elam

July 2012Apr. 2013

Staff
assistance

Richton Park
comprehensive plan
Riverside downtown
area plan (see project
website)
Round Lake Heights
comprehensive plan

TBD

July 2012June 2013
Feb. 2012Feb. 2013

Consultant
assistance
Staff
assistance

Jonathan
Burch

May 2012Apr. 2013

Staff
assistance

Project scoping has begun, with the project kickoff expected in May.

SSMMA housing
investment prioritization
(see project website)
SSMMA interchange
land use planning

Nicole
Woods

June 2011 Apr. 2012

Staff
assistance

Jessica
Simoncelli

July 2012June 2013

Consultant
and staff
assistance

Waukegan planning
prioritization report

Stephen
Ostrander

Nov. 2011 May 2012

Staff
assistance

Westchester
comprehensive plan (see
project website)

Samantha
Robinson

Nov. 2011 Oct. 2012

Staff
assistance

West Cook Housing
Collaborative, phase 1:

Drew
Williams-

May 2011 Apr. 2012

Staff
assistance

Underway. Project Technical Committee approved Housing Investment tool
in March. The Tool will be presented to the Project Advisory Committee and
the Housing Collaborative in April for final comments.
This project will involve planning for land use and economic development
for five communities near the new I-294 / I-57 interchange (Dixmoor,
Harvey, Markham, Midlothian, and Posen). Project scoping is ongoing and
kickoff is expected in May; consultant involvement is expected to begin in
July.
Underway. Project resumes in April, with completion of final report and
Waukegan City Council approval of report recommendation (regarding next
phase of LTA assistance) in May.
Underway. Stakeholder interviews took place in mid-March. Meeting with
youth to introduce MetroQuest tool and gather their input about
comprehensive plan on April 12. Compiling existing conditions report,
which is expected to be completed by mid-April. CNT will present Housing
+ Transportation performance data to Steering Committee by early May.
Underway. Staff expect final feedback on final draft by April 4. Final
reports will be printed by the end of the month.

Nora Beck

The idea for this project came from an LTA application, but it is regional in
nature and will result in the preparation of a guidebook for local
governments to use in integrating arts and culture into their planning work.
Conducted initial research on potential members of project steering
committee. The project fully launches in April.
The idea for this project came from an LTA application, but it is regional in
nature and will result in the preparation of a guidebook for local
governments to use in addressing climate change adaptation. The project is
expected to start in July.
Consultant assistance with this project is expected. It is on target for startup
in July.
Underway. The existing conditions analysis is underway and the first
public meeting is scheduled for April 11.
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“Homes for a Changing
Region” project in west
Cook (see project
website)
West Cook Housing
Collaborative, phase 2:
Challenge Grant support
Wheeling active
transportation plan

Clark

Drew
WilliamsClark
Lindsay
Banks

Mar.-Aug.
2012

Staff
assistance

Jan-Oct.
2012

Grant
funds

Will County subarea
plan for Fairmont (see
project website)

Trevor
Dick

May 2011 Apr. 2012

Staff
assistance

CMAP
lead
Drew
WilliamsClark

Completion
date
Dec. 2011

Assistance
type
Staff
assistance

Sef Okoth

Feb. 2012

Staff
assistance

Underway. A scope of work has been drafted and staff anticipate approval
of an MOU in April. Approval was delayed in March due to HUD
workplan development and reporting requirements.
Underway. The first Steering Committee meeting took place on March 20,
and timeline, goals, and outreach strategy have been outlined. Second
Steering Committee meeting will be on April 27; planning is underway for a
Community Open House on May 22.
Underway. The adoption process is underway. A public hearing was held
on March 13. The County’s Executive Committee will meet on April 5 and
full Board will consider adoption in April 19.

Completed Projects
Project
Homes for a Changing
Region in south Cook
(see project website)
Bronzeville Alliance
retail corridor study,
phase 1 (see project
website)

Implementation status
The project was conducted in partnership with MMC and MPC. Each of the
four communities covered by the project has follow-up LTA projects. One,
the Park Forest sustainability plan, is currently underway; the others
include future projects in Hazel Crest, Lansing, and Olympia Fields.
Phase 1 of the project was led by MPC, with CMAP in supporting role. The
project was discussed with CMAP’s Local Coordinating Committee at their
February 2012 meeting. The report is undergoing final design and printing.
Phase 2, led by CMAP, is now underway.

Other Projects
For the other projects on the “higher priority” project list, scoping is underway. During 2012, new projects will be initiated as
existing projects are completed or as additional resources become available.
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Major Capital Project Update #5 2/21/2012 – 4-17-2012

Central Lake County Corridor (IL 53 North and IL 120)
On Friday, April 13th the Illinois Tollway released the initial draft of the Illinois Route 53/120
Blue Ribbon Advisory Council’s Resolution and Summary Report. The Blue Ribbon Committee
has drafted the resolution for itself to pass, which is intended to give direction to the Tollway
regarding the committee’s roadway design preferences. As it stands, the resolution reflects the
wish to construct a 4-lane limited access tolled parkway with a 45 mile per hour speed limit. All
comments on the report and Blue Ribbon Committee Resolution must be submitted by
Wednesday, April 18th. Future tasks will including revising the report and resolution. The
committee is expected to adopt the resolution and report on May 18th 2012.

Elgin O'Hare Expressway Improvements (including Western O'Hare Bypass)
CMAP staff met with the project consultants on March 1 2012 to discuss the consultants’
market-based socioeconomic forecasts development methodology. CMAP suggested that GO
TO 2040 socioeconomic information should be referenced in the report. CMAP stated that this
issue should be addressed prior to CMAP offering concurrence. The consultants agreed to
revise the document and resubmit it for review.
The draft EIS has been signed and submitted to USDOT and appeared in the 3-30-2012 issue of
the Federal Register with a 45 day public comment period, ending May 14.
DuPage County applied for a TIGER grant to fund the Taft Avenue Connector and improve the
Franklin Avenue corridor, two projects associated with the Elgin O’Hare/West Bypass. CMAP
provided a letter of support for the application on 3-12-2012.
Seven residential and 52 businesses are expected to be displaced by the project. Property
takings letters were sent to affected owners in April 2012.

CTA South Red Line Extension
CTA applied for a TIGER grant to expand and improve the 95th Street Station. CMAP provided a
letter of support on 3-12-2013.

West Loop Transportation Center / Union Station Master Plan
The Metropolitan Planning Council hosted a panel of experts to discuss the best options for
21st century train stations that not only meet the technical requirements of rail but capture the
energy and buying power of its passengers.
A final draft Master Plan report was distributed to the technical advisory committee for review
and comment on April 11th . The report included short term, medium term, and long term
project ideas.

CMAP 4/17/2012

Major Capital Project Update #5 2/21/2012 – 4-17-2012

I-55 Managed Lanes
Pace reports that the bus on shoulders increases on-time performance to 92% from 68% and
additional service will be added.

I-90 Managed Lanes
Bids opened for Huntley interchange, expected to cost $69 million.

CMAP 4/17/2012

Major Capital Project Update #5 2/21/2012 – 4-17-2012

CREATE
CDOT submitted an application for TIGER IV funding for CREATE. CMAP provided a letter of
support on 3-12-2012.

Illiana Expressway
CMAP provided comments about the Draft Purpose and Need Statement. Two primary
concerns were how the corridor would be funded and again the that the analysis should include
evaluation of the project using the GO TO 2040 socioeconomic file in addition to the special
purpose one developed for the project.
CMAP provided comments regarding the preferred corridor alignment on March 14, 2012.
CMAP's main concerns are that the preferred alignment is too far south to provide significant
mobility benefits to the region. In addition, the alignment will not carry enough traffic to
realize enough toll revenue to fund the project.
Legislation was proposed to allow quick take powers for land acquisition, reversing legislation
previously passed to prevent quick take powers for this roadway.

South Suburban Airport
Congressman Jesse Jackson will lead a groundbreaking ceremony at the new airport site in
April. A developer has also been selected for the project. However, Will County Board
Chairman Jim Moustis says the Jackson Airport Committee does not have authority to work on
the site.

CMAP 4/17/2012

